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Abstract

A growing body of research suggests that startups are becoming a leading force in the innovation economy. They have an advantage of being flexible and responsive to changes, having a rather flat structure that supports knowledge sharing and innovation, and occupying a specific niche of expertise. However, given a startup's small size and difficulties in attracting investors, they often tend to have a high failure rate. While it is difficult to predict and describe external risks in a highly complex and changing environment, it is feasible to concentrate on the management culture, entrepreneurial teamwork, routines and procedures, which could help improve their survival rate. It is well-known that the most valuable asset in any company are people working for it, and in order to work more efficiently people often form teams. As teams are so important for a successful startup, a part of my research for this thesis is targeted at understanding teamwork in a startup environment using content analysis of semi-structured interviews. The aim of the content analysis is to identify problems of working as a part of a team, perception of self and others in a team, roles and relationships between team members and departments in a startup. In my thesis I will analyze an Indian media startup, which I happened to observe during my internship in India. Given the fact that the world’s most valuable companies today once began as startups (for instance, Amazon, Apple and Google), it is important to study successful entrepreneurs for new insights.
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Introduction

The idea behind this thesis is to investigate teamwork and efficiency in a startup environment, starting with a general description of a startup and the influence of entrepreneurship on economic development, moving on to the general overview of startup trends around the world, using insights from two important studies – MSME (micro, small and medium enterprise) Country Indicators and Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM). The second part of the thesis will examine peculiarities of doing business in India and business environment in Gurgaon, an important business-oriented suburb of India’s capital city New Delhi. The research part of the thesis is based on an in-depth case study of an Indian media startup, which I have been able to observe during my internship in Gurgaon.

Why did I choose to examine an Indian phenomenon in my thesis? Firstly, we live in a globalized world, in which international experience in one country can be transferred and applied to other realities. Learning from our international partners gives us valuable insights and is a truly practical way to deepen our knowledge obtained in the International Management degree program. Secondly, being one of the rapid growth markets, India is projected to become the world’s largest country by 2025, with a population of 1.4 billion, as well as the world’s largest economy with a GDP of about $10 trillion\(^1\). In addition, Indian government plans to impart skills to 500 million people by 2022, which will allow India to have the largest skilled workforce in the world\(^2\). With such large population, whatever happens in India today will affect the world tomorrow. Obviously, an economy that is growing at 7% a year can teach us some important lessons.


\(^2\) Ibid.
From an international perspective it is interesting to study Indian phenomena, as “the best thinking in business is increasingly Indian in origin and inspiration”\(^3\). Many senior executive positions in multinational corporations are held by Indians (for example, Satya Nadella, the new CEO of Microsoft; Indra Nooyi, the global CEO of PepsiCo), and a growing number of successful entrepreneurs emerge every year in India. Indian thinkers such as Ram Charan, Rakesh Khurana and C. K. Prahalad are well-known all over the world, which means that insights from Indian companies can be applied in other countries and are worth studying. Initially, Indians were learning from the American experience and business school, but at the moment it is time for a reciprocal exchange of knowledge where international companies can learn from India as well.

In my thesis I will analyze an Indian media startup, Deiwos Creative Movement Pvt Ltd, from various angles and use the insights from a case study to build a roadmap for the company, as well as investigate teamwork and efficiency in a startup environment. The research part is based on semi-structured interviews with five key employees, an interview with the founder, as well as competitor and audience analysis. All this information is used to create a roadmap for the company, give suggestions for improving teamwork and working environment.

Chapter 1. Role of startups in economic development

1.1 Why is it important to study entrepreneurship and startups?

Researchers around the world acknowledge the fact that for many nations entrepreneurship is a driver of innovation, economic development and growth. Thus, it is essential to study how entrepreneurship contributes to innovation and technological change, and which practices allow for the success of small and medium enterprises. In the last decade a number of studies on innovation and entrepreneurial growth has been conducted all over the world, providing important insights from various countries, statistical data and legal aspects of entrepreneurship. It should be noted that research on management culture, entrepreneurial teamwork, routines and procedures for startups is scarce, which I believe are important aspects of a small firm’s survival. Therefore, this thesis will attempt to analyze foundations of startups, describe the situation in around the world with the focus on India, as well as give suggestions on how to increase efficiency in order to improve the chances of survival during the first stages of startup growth. I believe that a lot of useful insights could be obtained from a case study, especially regarding improving entrepreneurial teamwork in a startup. Even though it is difficult to draw inferences from a single case study and there is no universal recipe for success which applies to all firms, it is possible to analyze market characteristics, competitors, teamwork and relationships between departments in a startup, develop recommendations which could be applied in the context of managing small firms.

According to Thurik et al., startups have a positive effect on economic development in terms of job creation and innovation. These changes towards small firm growth are driven by globalization and technological change, which are at different stages in the countries around the world. It could be noted that the country level of entrepreneurial growth is dependent on the maturity of available institutions and governmental policies to support startups. These regional disparities became a subject of numerous research projects and initiatives on an


international scale, one of the most recognized and influential being the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM). Looking at the global data, it could be noted that all over the world small firms on average create from 60% to 80% of new employment opportunities. This means that small enterprises and startups have a significant influence on economic development and job creation.

Does self-employment foster innovation and knowledge creation? In his research Bögenhold stresses that self-employment does not necessarily result in innovation and technological advances, but is more a consequence of social and economic changes. According to Audretsch and Thurik, small firm creation and growth are fostered by knowledge-based economies, which is an important prerequisite for faster economic development. It should be noted that the notion of growth has a number of aspects to it and could be measured using multiple criteria and various indicators. In particular, according to some scholars, growth is a complex phenomenon that should be studied across multiple dimensions in a dynamic perspective. Moreover, other researchers pointed out that “new firm growth appears to be neither a continuous (or life-cycle based) nor idiosyncratic (or completely random) process”, which means that there is no uniform approach to measure growth.

Some researchers point out that “entrepreneurship is not synonymous with small business”, as entrepreneurship is an individual characteristic, describing an ability to perceive new opportunities and bring innovative ideas to the market. Thus, entrepreneurs can also be found

---


in large organizations, where they contribute to creating innovation and positive change (so-called “corporate entrepreneurs”). It is important to stress that the social and educational background of those who decide to become entrepreneurs around the world varies significantly. Nevertheless, all the founders have common goals in mind: to predict and satisfy consumers’ needs, create a distinctive and innovative product, become successful and profitable doing what they are passionate about. What founders do not realize when they draft a business plan is that making a business successful will take a lot of their effort: from performing all the managing functions and taking important decisions, to handling petty everyday tasks and dealing with bureaucratic procedures. Every day a founder has to carry out numerous tasks: study the market, negotiate with partners and investors, set goals and budgets, manage the personnel, brainstorm ideas and encourage creativity.

There is always a price to pay for being independent and having decision-making ability: most founders admit that overworking and hectic schedule are the painful reality of being an entrepreneur. Most founders are not ready for such emotional and physical stress, which I think is also one of the reasons why most startups fail. So the question that every entrepreneur-to-be needs to ask themselves is whether they have enough competence and knowledge to sustain and support their own firm and be responsible for its success. It also emerged from the case study that external factors such as government regulations and access to financing play an important role in the success of a startup.

According to Carree and Thurik, when analyzing the impact of entrepreneurship on economic development, there are three levels of analysis that can be distinguished, which are illustrated in the diagram below. On the individual level there is a need for self-realization and an ambitious goal to bring a new idea or product to the market. According to the researchers, “entrepreneurs need a vehicle for transforming their personal qualities and ambitions into actions”\(^\text{13}\). On the firm level, this means creating a new company in order to bring to life these innovative ideas, which provides for variety, selection and competition on the macroeconomic level. There are various conditions that need to be satisfied in order to facilitate the processes on all the three levels. Cultural environment plays an important role in aiding business interactions, the other important factor being institutional framework in a country. These factors will be examined in detail in the next chapters.

\(^\text{13}\) Ibid.
1.2 Definition of a startup

For the purpose of clarity it is important to start with defining entrepreneurship. According to researchers, it is “an umbrella term for different or diverse economic phenomena of business life”, covering “small and medium-sized enterprises, innovative ventures, business start-ups, socioeconomics perspectives and market behaviour”\(^\text{14}\). For many centuries the notion of entrepreneurship has been studied by researchers of management, sociology, philosophy, psychology, finance\(^\text{15}\). Each researcher gave their own definition of entrepreneurship, highlighting various characteristics of an entrepreneur, such as bearing risk, being innovative and ambitious. It was due to Schumpeter’s contribution that the term

---


“entrepreneur” started being widely used among economists\textsuperscript{16}. The definition of an entrepreneur has been refined over time: if initially he/she was considered only as an owner of a business who at early stages directly managed it and worked for it, later on the definition broadened. An entrepreneur was regarded more as an integrator of the factors of production, capable of not only investing his own capital into the business, but also attracting external funds and resources in order to achieve the clearly defined and understandable goals\textsuperscript{17}.

Despite the fact that the concept of "startup" is widely used in publications, as well as in practice, a common interpretation of its nature, life cycle and stages of existence has not been established yet. Generally speaking, a startup is a new business, based on an innovative idea or technology that can provide a sustainable competitive advantage. However, startups may also be based on projects that are not directly related to technological or product innovation. From another point of view, a startup is simply an early stage in the development of a company. Thus, startups have a limited period of existence, embracing activities on creating a prototype of a new product (technology, business model), primary market research, developing market penetration strategy, as well as officially registering the company\textsuperscript{18}. After the initial startup phase, further development phases are distinguished: growth phase, expansion phase and exit phase through the process of initial public offering on the stock exchange or through the sell-off of the company (or a part of it) to a strategic investor.

However, the development of a startup is not a linear process. Although companies face similar problems in different stages of development, each startup is unique and able to solve problems in its own distinctive way. Moreover, since a startup is a very early phase of business development, it is likely that the business’ corporate strategy, organizational structure and culture may change several times in the course of time.

It should be noted that most startups are initially concentrated on satisfying the founder’s ambition for self-actualization. Making profit is a secondary goal, which measures the usefulness of entrepreneur’s innovative ideas. By definition, startups are initially targeted to grow rapidly, which is the reason why startups are an attractive investment for venture

\textsuperscript{16} Ibid.


capitalists. However, high-risk activity and limited financial, personnel and time resources determine the need for their development in cooperation with investors, partners and potential customers, organizations providing state aid for innovation. Thus, one of the goals for startup researchers is to find effective ways of startup interaction with the external environment, which will result in their increased survival rate and strengthen its impact on the economy. However, a number of theoretical, methodological and practical issues related to the development of startups have not been researched in detail. In particular, there is scarce research on methods for startup interactions with investors, consumers and organizations in the innovation infrastructure, which should underpin the development strategy of startups.

1.3 Entrepreneurship and innovation

The theoretical basis for startup development lies in the fields of entrepreneurship and innovation research. Entrepreneurship and innovative activities are closely related. An entrepreneur, by creating new products and technologies, bringing them to market, provides innovative leadership that goes from individuals to large firms as the society develops and matures. Another important feature of an innovative business – readiness – became the theoretical basis for the emergence of venture capital financing for startups. Thus, innovation has its roots in the innovative enterprises, or to be more precise – in innovative startups. Startups are considered more innovative, because they are more flexible than large firms and manage to integrate inventions more rapidly19.

As an entrepreneur’s activity is in varying degree related to new technological solutions, they are usually associated with innovation20. An entrepreneur is seen as an initiator of the development of a new or existing enterprise, promoting its products and services on new markets. This task is achieved by attracting new resources for the production of traditional products or changing production technology in such a way that it meets the needs of consumers (both in terms of price and quality). In contrast, a small business owner makes profit based on understanding and meeting the existing needs by means of using the known and available resources and technology. Thus, nowadays the concept of entrepreneurship is


wider than that of a small business. However, not every small business is entrepreneurial and related to innovation.

This thesis argues that one of the most important features of the economic development of startups is their focus on rapid growth, which determines the effect of small innovative businesses on the economic development. Using new technology allows companies to access new markets, which can dramatically change the industry structure. This permits successful startups to grow very quickly, confirming the Birch’s "theory of gazelles". "Gazelles" – fast-growing companies – contribute to the economy by creating jobs, generating a strong demand for their products and fostering innovation. Birch highlights high innovation activity of "gazelles", which means they not only carry out research and development, but also engage in non-technological innovation, securing a sustainable competitive advantage. Although the proportion of "gazelles" is low, as most small businesses grow slowly, innovative startups are designed to grow rapidly, creating and developing new technologies, which allows them to bring new products and services to the market. Rapid growth potential determines the attitude of investors towards them. It is well-known that the venture investor’s classical formula in the selection of projects is the "five-fold growth in a five-year period". Consequently, innovative startups can eventually become the "gazelle" companies and successfully cooperate with other "gazelles", creating demand for innovation.

Entrepreneurship is the focus of many research projects due to its influence on micro- and macroeconomic levels. At the micro-level the influence is on social aspects: demand and supply balance, improvement in the quality of life, self-actualization and higher labor productivity. Economic aspects are reflected in the fact that entrepreneurial activity changes the market equilibrium, shifting supply and demand: the demand for traditional products, services and technology decreases; subsequently, new needs are formed and traditional products can no longer find an appropriate demand. Thus, manufacturers are forced to reorganize their production to meet new requirements, which means that entrepreneurship is at the basis of societal development.


It should be noted that small business, being in direct contact with consumers, is able to discover new needs and tap into new resources (raw materials, labor, information, technology, etc.), turning them into opportunities to meet consumer needs. Thus, entrepreneurship realizes the function of attracting new resources to the economy, thereby stimulating economic growth. Since entrepreneurship is often focused on the use of new knowledge not only in the production of new products or services, but also in their consumption, entrepreneurship performs a number of important social functions – intellectual growth of the society, emergence of new professions and work places by promoting harmonization of the society. Entrepreneurial initiatives make an important contribution to solving problems in the society, related to the depletion of non-renewable resources, complex working conditions, improved quality of life\(^{23}\). Thus, small innovative business is one of the most important components of the economic system of any country.

Chapter 2. Startup life cycle and development model

2.1 Business idea development for a successful startup

The premise for the success of a startup is the idea behind its creation, as well as the model of how to commercialize that idea. The most typical problem of a newly-created startup is most likely related to the fact that the concept never turns into a business idea of an innovative project. Entrepreneurs starting a business are often the authors of the concept, but do not have a clear business plan in mind or are only driven by their own ambitions. A typical myth in the domain of startups is that the most important thing for a startup is to attract investors, and then a market for the product will be created by itself. Quite often startups fail because they are created around a weak business idea that does not allow for a desired level of sales to be reached (in order to achieve a break-even point). For a founder it is important to keep in mind that in order to formulate a business idea for a startup, it is necessary to solve three interrelated tasks:

- What to sell – defining a product or service attractive to potential customers;
- Whom to sell – choosing target audience and understanding its preferences: values, expectations, purchasing capacity;
- How to sell – solving a set of interrelated issues: from the organization of production to maintenance of new products.

Practice shows that business idea development is crucial to the success of a startup. Nevertheless, developing a business idea is only a part of future success. Success of a small business is also linked to organizing and managing the company. Various studies have shown that more than ¾ of small firms, which were liquidated or ceased operations during their first 3 – 5 years, had to go out of business due to weak management or erroneous marketing strategies. Thus, success of a startup is largely determined by the internal organization of a business. Even though each startup requires a different solution for solving management issues and resolving conflict, there are typical errors to avoid and rational procedures to follow that increase the survival of small companies in the early stages of development.

---

2.2 Adizes’ corporate life cycle model

In order to understand the forces behind the success or failure of a newly created company, it is essential to analyze organization development models. One of the most recognized frameworks, which illustrates many problems of formation and development of a company, is the Ichak Adizes’ corporate life cycle model\textsuperscript{25}. This model, being the first and rather general, gave impetus to further research in the field of organizational development. Behind this model is the idea that the company develops like a living organism. Itzhak Adizes suggested that the dynamics of organizational development, which function like most physical, biological and social systems, are cyclical. This idea provided a foundation for the corporate life cycle model. As can be seen in the graph below, Adizes identified ten stages that an organization goes through in the course of its life.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Organization_LifeCycle.png}
\caption{Organization Life Cycle}
\end{figure}


Stage 1: Courtship. This initial stage is meant to ensure that the founder of the organization gathers people who will gradually delve into his business idea, agree to take the risk and try to bring the idea to life. During this stage the founder assesses the prospects of commercialization, risks, development costs and resource requirements of the innovative project. Management of a future business is carried out informally and intuitively, as long as the company is not legally formalized. A potential problem at this stage arises when the entrepreneur realizes that he/she is not ready to take responsibility and abandon the existing way of life in order to fulfill their goal, which proves to have been a temporary "Affair".

Stage 2: Infancy. At this stage the organization does not yet have a clear structure and a distribution system of power and responsibilities, but in this period the transition from pure ideas to action begins. Significant attention is paid to the results of production and meeting the needs of end users. There is a struggle for survival in conditions of constant crisis, as at this stage the efficiency of enterprise management is far from perfect. The marketing efforts are focused on the quality improvement of a product and lowering production costs. At this stage it becomes essential to attract external funding. Management style at this stage is autocratic and directive, company’s strategy is not well defined, management control systems are not in place, the organizational structure is fuzzy and subordination is weak. These problems might affect the founder in a negative way: their enthusiasm dries up and they are not able to keep the staff motivated; cash flows remain negative, which results in an "Infant Mortality" outcome.

Stage 3: "Go-Go". At this stage the organization finally works productively, overcomes the first obstacles, including the most painful one – the lack of liquidity. The product has found its niche, as the number of customers is growing the sales volume increases. Employees and customers become aware of the fact that the business idea is working and can become economically viable. This awareness changes the way people think about the future of the organization – the vision of its future expands and covers virtually limitless horizons. The company's growth requires an increase in the number of employees, resulting in attempts to formalize management functions. However, at this stage there is still no clear structure, subordination order or prescribed duties in the organization, which often leads to poor or
duplicated implementation; profitability is still low. The management style remains autocratic and management functions are allocated based on people’s personal qualities.26

Marketing efforts should focus on expanding sales and increasing market share. In the field of finance, operating expenses get covered by company’s income due to continued growth in sales, but there is still a lack of funds for development. At this stage no solid financial strategy exists in the organization, financing is allocated based on each particular situation and is not always justified. On the negative aspects, the founder’s overconfidence can lead to so-called "founder’s trap", the main reason of which being the founder’s reluctance to accept the reality and abandon the old way of thinking, which becomes incompatible with further development of the organization. Often the cause of bankruptcy at this stage is the inability to divide the first profit (which may lead, for example, to the division of the business, if there are several founders), the conflict of the old and new staff.

Stage 3: "Adolescence". The organization changes a great deal at this stage. The most significant change happens when founders realize that it will be impossible to manage a growing business by themselves. Hence, at this stage there is a need to change the structure of the organization and delegate the authority. This is accomplished by hiring professional managers who implement changes in the organizational structure, motivation and control system. New employees are hired, which inevitably leads to a conflict between two cultures, "the old staff" and "the new staff". There is often a clash of traditional and innovative approaches, which causes ambiguity and inconsistency. The company concentrates on implementing management systems (QMS, ERP, CRM), business processes are formed and regulations are introduced, which leads to a greater degree of formalization. The aim of this transformation is to improve the effectiveness of management. In the marketing area there is a transition to a portfolio strategy with a focus on maximizing profits and using marketing forecasts to control the market. In the field of finance high growth potential increases investment attractiveness of the company, which brings in first strategic partners and investors, the funds raised are used to introduce management control systems. It is crucial to note that the transition from autocratic to democratic management style ensures equality of corporate rules and regulations for all the staff. However, low organizational capacity at this stage does not allow the company to realize its economic potential. Formalization of control

26 Ibid.
generates conflicts and contradictions, which often requires transferring business administration from the owner to professional managers.

At this stage of the business life cycle there are few external threats to the enterprise, but due to internal subjective reasons there is a risk of returning to the Go-Go stage. Moreover, the founder and ideologist of the business may leave the company due to the psychological alienation and depression: they realize that the business cannot grow using the same old techniques, their enthusiasm vanishes at the perspective of being constantly engaged in regular monotonous work (“unfulfilled entrepreneur” path). Routinization of management leads to conflict, which may result in any of the following scenarios:

1. change of ownership of the company;
2. business sell-off leading to a loss of key business ideas;
3. resignation of key employees leading to a loss of know-how and tacit knowledge;
4. increased internal resistance to organizational innovation.

The onset of these factors can lead to "premature aging" of the company, loss of independence as a result of a merger or acquisition.

Stage 5: Prime. At this stage the organization has a relatively clear structure, prescribed functions, the system of punishment and reward. Organizational success is assessed based on factors such as meeting customer needs and achieving long-term goals. Often at this stage the organization is expanded by means of establishing subsidiaries, which will go through all the stages of development.

This is a period of maximum prosperity and stability of the company. It is characterized by a balance of self-control and flexibility, which is achieved at the optimum point of the life cycle curve. Production and management are balanced and harmonious, business systems operate without significant violations. The effectiveness of enterprise management is maximized. Top management forms company strategy for the next years ahead, the staff supports management effort by working towards strategic objectives.\(^{27}\)

\(^{27}\) Ibid.
At this stage marketing department realizes the importance of balance between sales and profits, it takes proactive actions based on a forecast of the market situation. The company holds a large amount of incremental innovation, develops its own R&D basis for further technological innovation. At this stage the company establishes new infant organizations (spin-offs and spin-outs).

Regarding financing at this stage: income is allocated to operating and investing activities, development budgets are created with an aim to increase operational efficiency of the company, to strengthen its image and investment attractiveness. Management style at this stage is democratic. The company structure is modified, incorporating some elements of matrix or divisional structure, organizational culture is formed based on the awareness of development prospects. Employees not only understand and share the goals of the company, but also have an idea of their roles and tasks in specific business processes. The system of staff motivation is quite effective, and includes not only financial incentives but also moral incentives. Management needs to keep the company at this stage as long as possible, keep it from plunging into the aging business stage due to distorted balance between stability and innovation, operational and strategic effectiveness.

Stage 6: Stable. This is the first stage of aging, when the company is moving away from the policy of rapid development, capturing new markets and expanding its presence in the existing ones. The company does not seek change, recognizing increasing importance of interpersonal relationships in teams, rather than risks associated with doing business.

Stage 7: Aristocracy. At this stage the company possesses considerable financial resources, which are allocated to strengthen the existing control system. Formal rules associated primarily with dress code and organizational culture emerge. The firm seeks to "buy" innovation, new products and ideas, acquiring or absorbing other organizations that are at earlier stages of development.

Stage 8: Early bureaucracy. The organization is gradually sinking into a number of difficult and seemingly insoluble structural conflicts, which the founder tries to solve by making people redundant, but without changing the structure. Gradually, internal red tape starts to hinder the company from meeting the end user needs.
Stage 9: Bureaucracy. The company is completely focused on itself, on its inner intractable problems, trying to follow all the procedures, processes and regulations in hope that it will help to solve the existing problems. The structures that prevail in a company at this stage are aimed at achieving a result, which makes the internal organization increasingly confusing. There is no tendency to improve efficiency, changes do not focus on clients’ needs. At this stage there is a cumbersome and complicated system of control over current activities, which requires compliance with a set of rules and procedures, but does not encourage employees to work effectively.

Stage 10: Death. This last stage happens at the moment when the majority of customers cease to use the company’s services. If this does not happen due to the fact that the company provides an exclusive product or is supported by the state, its death may be delayed in time. In this case, the degree of bureaucratization will continue to increase and will eventually reach its peak, leading to the inevitable destruction of the firm.

Aging stages correspond to the maturity stages of a business cycle. It should be noted that a company finds itself at aging stages not in the course of time, but due to management errors, its lack of flexibility and adaptability. The main challenge of a startup development is to address the enterprise lifecycle management wisely. Thus, some common research areas on key success factors of entrepreneurial activity can be the answers to the following questions:

1. Which conditions in a society need to be created and which efforts need to be taken in order to develop and strengthen entrepreneurship, and embed an entrepreneurial approach into all kinds of economic activity?
2. Which competences are essential for an entrepreneur, which skills and personal qualities are needed to become a successful entrepreneur?
3. How should an entrepreneur execute his actions and use the key success factors to get a positive entrepreneurial effect?

Undoubtedly, there are other issues and research questions related to startups, but these three abovementioned questions are closest to practical needs and link the science of entrepreneurship with real life.
In addition to a detailed description of the organizational development processes, Adizes’ model also describes the aging process and explains why large and successful organizations "die". Adizes identifies two important parameters of organizational life cycle – flexibility and manageability (control)\(^\text{28}\). At early stages companies are very flexible and mobile, but difficult to manage. When a firm grows, the ratio changes: manageability increases and flexibility decreases. Thus, in order to achieve success it is very important for any organization to manage these two aspects effectively.

2.3 Development phases and a financing cycle of a startup

![STARTUP DEVELOPMENT PHASES]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAGE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ideation</td>
<td>Potential scalable product/service idea for big enough target market. No initial revenue model for how it would make money. One person or small team with no confirmed commitment and no right skills balance in the team structure yet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concepting</td>
<td>Having clear and meaningful target with clear direction for min. 3 years with milestones to get there. -3, 6, 12, 24, 36 months... Having team of one or three core founding people with balanced ownership. Can also already have some extended team with lighter commitment (stock options and/or cash compensation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment</td>
<td>Committed and skilled balanced founding team. Able to develop the product/service (Minimum Viable Product) without dependency of uncommitted external resources.已有 initial product/service developed. Have signed shareholder agreement between founders, with milestones, committed time and money usage, for min. 2+ years with vesting etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>Can already show some user growth and/or revenue (initial traction). AND/OR can attract additional resources (money or sweat equity) for growth or future resources. Seeking for customer validation (Product Market Fit), to be able to move into scaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaling</td>
<td>Showing clear, growing and measurable user/market traction in big or rapidly growing target market. Can and want to scale fast. AND/OR is able to attract significant funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishing</td>
<td>Achieved great growth, that can expected to continue strong. No longer need to &quot;try&quot; get resources and can get these easily. Continues to grow and often wants to optionally continue behaving like a &quot;startup&quot; for as long as possible. Founders make exit or continue biz as usual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


It could be inferred from the infographic that the early pre-startup and startup stages of a startup life cycle are characterized by the following features. The initial pre-startup phase is the first step in which potential business ideas are analyzed, the market is examined and a

---

\(^{28}\) Ibid.
market segment is chosen. During the Ideation step a business idea is formed. Simultaneously, ideas are being tested, research and development are being carried out, which leads to a creation of a prototype. At this stage a company is formed, and a team that will ensure the development of the enterprise and will be responsible for commercialization of R&D is created. The final stage of the pre-startup phase is the registration of a company and appointment of its CEO. During this stage the types of financing used are business angel financing, money from family and friends, government grants.

The Startup phase is the stage at which the company is formed and its business plan is developed. During this stage various administrative activities take place (trademarks and product names are registered, presentations and promotional activities are held, trial sales of the new product are finalized); certification, testing and production of a new product are carried out. Finally, the product is introduced to the market. The type of financing used during the startup phase is mainly the venture capital. During the Growth phase, the company is rapidly scaling and is able to attract significant funding, and achieving this phase is a goal of every newly-created startup.


From the graph above it could be noted that small enterprises very often fail and have to close down in the early stages of their life cycle – prior to reaching the break-even point. This stage
in the life cycle is symbolically called "the valley of death". In the early stages of development, a newly formed firm mainly relies on angel investors, friends and family funds, which makes it highly dependent on external financing, as the company does not have positive revenues yet. As a result, at this stage the main goal of a firm is survival and its future is highly uncertain. The problem is that in the early stages of development the commercial potential of business ideas cannot be explicitly measured, which limits the applicability of traditional financial and economic models (cash-flow, net present value, etc.). Thus, it is extremely difficult to evaluate the potential for survival of a newly created business.
Chapter 3. Entrepreneurship around the world

3.1 Overview of entrepreneurial activities in the world: current trends and country-level differences

3.1.1 MSME Country Indicators

In order to start analyzing entrepreneurship and startup dynamics across various countries, it is important to look at statistical data first. According to the International Finance Corporation, which collects MSME (micro, small and medium enterprise) Country Indicators in 132 world economies, there are 125 million formal MSMEs in the researched countries, 89 million of which are located in emerging markets. “Where possible, MSMEs are defined as follows: micro enterprises: 1–9 employees; small: 10–49 employees; and medium: 50–249 employees”. This research project presents important insights from the countries all over the world:

- Small firm growth is higher in developing countries. “This analysis shows that formal MSMEs are more common in high-income economies, but that in low- and middle-income economies, MSME density is rising at a faster pace. This finding is consistent with other researchers’ reports: for instance, Reynolds et al. suggested that in countries where there is great poverty, there is a higher necessity to survive, which induces individuals to start their own activity.”

---
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From the graph it could be seen that the density of MSMEs varies significantly across countries. “On average, there are 31 MSMEs per 1,000 people across the 132 economies covered. The five countries with the highest formal MSME density are as follows: Brunei Darussalam (122), Indonesia (100), Paraguay (95), the Czech Republic (85), and Ecuador (84). This conclusion could be explained by many factors, such as population density, economic level of development, individual motives of entrepreneurs, characteristics of regulatory and institutional environment.

---

Globally, the number of MSMEs per 1,000 people grew by 6 percent per year from 2000 to 2009. Europe and Central Asia experienced the biggest boom, with 15 percent growth. This could be explained by the fact that after the Soviet Union collapse, there was a favorable environment for entrepreneurship, and the same thing happened in Europe with the enlargement of the European Union.

Source: MSME Country Indicators.
Note: Name of the region [#] signifies the number of economies from the region included in the analysis. The figure uses data for 60 economies. Data on economies that met the next criteria were included in the analysis: (i) if the MSME definition remained unchanged from 2000 to 2009; (ii) if there were data available for both time periods of 2000–2004 and 2005–2009.
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"Globally, the number of MSMEs per 1,000 people grew by 6 percent per year from 2000 to 2009. Europe and Central Asia experienced the biggest boom, with 15 percent growth."\(^{34}\) This could be explained by the fact that after the Soviet Union collapse, there was a favorable environment for entrepreneurship, and the same thing happened in Europe with the enlargement of the European Union.

\(^{34}\) Ibid.
The highest ratio of MSME employment to total employment is found in East Asia and the Pacific. In particular, in China about 80 percent of employees work for formal MSMEs. In other countries, the prevalence of the informal sector noticeably lowers the ratio: “The low ratio of formal MSME employment to total employment in South Asia could be explained by the fact that in the three countries covered, Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan, the informal sector is large”\(^{35}\).

**MSME Country Indicators**

- MSME Country Indicators project also analyzed main obstacles for firms in the developing countries: among the biggest concerns mentioned were electricity, access to finance, practices of the informal sector, tax rates, political instability, corruption\(^{36}\). These obstacles pose significant challenges for firms in developing countries.

\(^{35}\) Ibid.

\(^{36}\) Ibid.
3.1.2 Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM)

Another promising research programs is the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM), which was designed to evaluate “the level of national entrepreneurial activity and to relate this to the rate of economic growth”\(^{37}\). At the moment the research program assesses entrepreneurial activity in over 85 countries (as of 2015 data). Initially, the objectives of GEM were to investigate why some countries were more entrepreneurial than others and how entrepreneurial activity is related to economic development and growth\(^{38}\). According to GEM researchers, the country level of entrepreneurship depends on individual attributes of founders, as well as available infrastructure and social values. GEM surveys allow researchers to collect comprehensive data and build the largest entrepreneurship database in the world.

Every year more countries participate in the GEM research: “in 2014, more than 206,000 individuals were surveyed across 73 economies and 3936 national experts on entrepreneurship from 73 economies participated in the survey”\(^{39}\). The participating countries are grouped according to geographic region and economic development level, dividing all the countries in three groups: factor-driven economies rely on the exploitation of natural resources, efficiency-driven economies aim at maximizing returns using economies of scale, and innovation-driven economies have a large service sector and a favorable environment for entrepreneurial ventures\(^{40}\).

---


It should be mentioned that GEM uses the following definition of entrepreneurship: “Any attempt at new business or new venture creation, such as self-employment, a new business organization, or the expansion of an existing business, by an individual, a team of individuals, or an established business." In order to understand entrepreneurial activity in an economy, GEM evaluates each of them along the three components of the GEM Conceptual Framework:

1. Social values towards entrepreneurship (this indicator describes to what extent entrepreneurship is valued in a society). According to GEM findings, in factor-driven economies individuals have a more positive perception of entrepreneurship and lower fear of failure than those in efficiency-driven and innovation-driven countries. The African economies rated the highest on this component, while the European economies scored low ratings, which indicates that starting a new business in Europe is not a highly desirable career option. Thus, it could be advised to policymakers that in order to promote entrepreneurship, it is important to incorporate specific programs into educational system of a country.

2. Individual attributes (demographic, psychological and motivational aspects). It should be mentioned that both African and North American economies score high on the perceived opportunities (there are prospects to start a new business in the next six months) and perceived capabilities (skills and knowledge necessary to start a new business). It is interesting to note that European economies are characterized by the highest fear of failure, which is a factor that inhibits entrepreneurship and impedes individuals from pursuing favorable opportunities that arise in an economy.

3. Entrepreneurial activity (describes the life cycle phase, type and the sector of a business activity). This component describes several insights: business dynamics (the rate of established firms and discontinued firms), reasons for business discontinuation, demographic characteristics of entrepreneurs. Looking at innovation orientation (which includes two measures: 1. product or service a company produces is new to some customers, and 2. there are few or no competitors on the market), it can be noted that North American economies are still leading in this area, while African countries score low on both measures.

Another important part of GEM research is studying the conditions that facilitate or hinder new firm creation, which are important for understanding entrepreneurship dynamics in a country. There are seven Entrepreneurial Framework Conditions used in the GEM research: entrepreneurial finance (how easy or difficult access to financing is for SMEs), government policy (whether it supports entrepreneurship), government entrepreneurship programs, entrepreneurship education (whether it is incorporated into education system at all levels), R&D transfer (availability of R&D for SMEs), commercial and legal infrastructure, entry regulation (market dynamics and market openness), physical infrastructure, cultural and social norms. Thus, we can rate every country according to these conditions that facilitate or hinder entrepreneurship, and we will obtain a picture of how favorable the entrepreneurial ecosystem in each individual economy is. For instance, GEM data indicated that in 2014 most economies rated low on primary and secondary education, and high on physical and commercial infrastructure. This information should be taken into consideration by

---
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policymakers and government institutions in order to make their country more attractive for new businesses and foster innovation.

3.2 Opportunity versus necessity entrepreneurship: relationship between the level of economic development and entrepreneurship opportunities

When studying self-employment and entrepreneurship, it is important to concentrate on individual’s motives for opening a new business. According to some researchers, it is possible to distinguish between the opportunity and necessity entrepreneurship. The former arises in developed countries and is driven by innovation advances, hence, there is an opportunity for starting a new business. Necessity entrepreneurship characterizes mainly developing countries, where some people do not have a better alternative than starting their own business. Thus, the level of entrepreneurship tends to be higher in developing country due to the fact that there are fewer employment opportunities available. However, recent evidence from research in developing countries suggests that the concept of “necessity” versus “opportunity” needs to be re-examined, as it does not clearly present the motives for business startups, which could be more sophisticated than just escaping the poverty. Numerous studies have reported that the level of entrepreneurship varies across countries and is related to economic development, cultural background and availability of institutions that support new businesses. Moreover, it has been suggested that culture is an important determinant of new business creation, being a link between societal values and the level of entrepreneurship.

---


According to Hofstede, culture is a set of shared norms, values and beliefs\textsuperscript{48}. Some researches point out that some cultures are more supportive of entrepreneurial values, cultivating necessary skills in individuals as a part of socialization into a society\textsuperscript{49}. Education is another factor that might lead to a higher level of entrepreneurship in an economy. In the developing world MSEs owned by entrepreneurs with a university degree tend to grow more quickly\textsuperscript{50}.

Among other factors that influence entrepreneurial growth in developing countries mentioned by researchers are firm age, access to finance and social networks\textsuperscript{51}. The authors argue that contextual factors, such as general macroeconomic environment, relative price volatility, mechanisms for contract enforcement are an important determinant of small firm growth in the developing world. Moreover, one of the biggest obstacles for entrepreneurs is the regulatory and institutional environment, since strict regulations and high taxes lead to uncertainty in making investment decisions\textsuperscript{52}. Thus, in order to ensure entrepreneurial growth in an economy, policymakers should pay attention to abovementioned issues and attempt to create a favorable business environment with understandable legislation and incentives for growth. When there is an unfavorable situation in an economy characterized by political and economic uncertainty, entrepreneurs tend to spread their resources across separate but related firms in order to minimize risk\textsuperscript{53}. In this scenario internally generated cash flow might be used to finance other businesses, creating a structure with interlocking business ownership. Such structure provides not only financial benefits, but also access to a pool of skills and resources, possibility to leverage the brand name across all firms\textsuperscript{54}.


\textsuperscript{51} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{52} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{54} Ibid.
Another pressing issue for small firms in developing economies is the access to financing, with most of them relying on personal and family savings, investments from friends and other sources of informal financing. According to researchers, venture capital and bank lending do not constitute a significant part of outside capital for startups, for the reasons that venture capital model has a limited applicability in developing markets and loan financing is not widely available\textsuperscript{55}.

\textsuperscript{55} Ibid.
Chapter 4. Entrepreneurship in India: modern day realities of doing business in India

4.1 Why India? Growing economy, demographics, appeal for businesses

Characterized as a dynamic economy with a GDP growth averaging 7% a year, India has a robust equities market with high returns and a promising growth potential. However, investing in this fast-changing market can turn out to be risky without understanding local rules and relying on experienced local partners. India is well-known as a global provider of services such as IT, accounting, customer support and other back-office services for companies all over the world\(^\text{56}\).

Since the independence in 1947, the economy of India has been characterized by rapid industrialization and rather favorable conditions for new entrepreneurial ventures. In order to alleviate poverty and ensure economic development, several measures had to be taken, such as reducing social injustices, developing the industrial sector, encouraging foreign direct investment and expanding private sector. Initially, this policy did not bring much change, as control still remained in the public sector and licensing system did not allow for a complete freedom of action for entrepreneurs\(^\text{57}\). The main problems that hindered entrepreneurship in India were a rigorous system of bureaucratic controls, large public sector and strict regulations for foreign investors. This situation changed in 1991 with the implementation of the New Industrial Policy, which made India more open for foreign direct investments and facilitated entrepreneurial growth in the country: industrial licensing was used only in several industries, import tariffs were significantly reduced, procedures for foreign investment projects were simplified\(^\text{58}\). These reforms targeted industrial and financial sectors, but did not do much to improve the efficiency of the state institutions\(^\text{59}\). However, as a result of the New Industrial Policy, India not only became attractive for foreign investors, but also gave birth to
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globally competitive companies producing aluminum, automobiles, steel, and zinc (Hindalco, Tata Motors, Tata Steel, Vedanta). The reforms forced Indian companies to become locally competitive by means of corporate restructuring, and subsequently aiming at global competitiveness by means of improving product quality, becoming customer-oriented, focusing on core businesses and strengthening management\(^60\). Gradually Indian companies were becoming key players in the global economy, signing multibillion-dollar merger and acquisition deals with companies in the developed world. Consequently, by 2006 “for the first time, Indian outward investment of $10 billion had outstripped foreign investment into India”\(^61\). These successful deals were encouraging smaller Indian companies to expand overseas and become globally present.

In his book Kumar has identified three unique traits that helped Indian companies make successful acquisitions:

1. Many Indian businesses belong to a group of companies (for instance, Aditya Birla or Tata groups), which allows them to use group assets as a leverage when making an acquisition and be able to sign deals that an individual company would not be able to secure by itself.

2. Historically many Indian businesses had a very high debt-equity ratios, meaning that they raised capital by borrowing and not giving up ownership. This high reliance on debt financing increases risk, but allows companies collect more funds for an acquisition.

3. Very often powerful families are in charge of Indian companies, which allows them to quickly sign deals and negotiate post-merger conditions, providing more flexible terms for both parties in a merger. This feature makes Indian companies attractive business partners\(^62\).


\(^61\) Ibid, pp. 2-3.

\(^62\) Ibid, pp. 5-6.
These traits not only give Indian companies a competitive advantage in the domestic market, but provide an incentive for them to leverage their expertise and expand into international markets. Undoubtedly, one of the main advantages of Indian firms is their focus on innovation and low-cost business models, since they need to provide an affordable product for numerous Indian population and remain profitable\textsuperscript{63}. Hence, there is a growing number of companies that managed to leverage their scale and cost advantage to become global players, among which are Bajaj Auto, Tata Tea, Mahindra & Mahindra, Reliance Industries Limited, Larsen & Toubro.

India is often compared with China, and although currently China is ahead of India in economic growth, India is often projected to overtake China in a number of years, due to several relative advantages: English-speaking workforce, younger working population, democratic traditions and a more Western outlook\textsuperscript{64}. India is characterized by robust foundations for a market economy, free-flowing information and government support for local entrepreneurs\textsuperscript{65}. However, these advantaged have often been exploited by foreign multinationals, which viewed India as an attractive choice for offshoring without providing career opportunities for Indian employees. Thus, Indian companies often strive to compete not only on the low-cost basis and providing back-office services for multinationals, but on the basis of high quality and cutting-edge technology. There is no doubt that Indian entrepreneurs have the passion and charisma to bring their products to the global market and gain international exposure\textsuperscript{66}.

4.2 Cultural influence

In general, Indian culture can be characterized as collectivist, traditionalist and symbolic. Indian business has been traditionally influenced by India’s cultural and social history. Hinduism, the main religion in India, practiced by 85% of the population, had a strong impact

\textsuperscript{63} Ibid, p. 7.

\textsuperscript{64} Ibid, p. 9.


on Indian business model. According to Hinduism, the society is divided into castes and subcastes, which creates a hierarchy and provides certain roles for everyone: the four main castes are priests (Brahmins), warriors (Kshatriyas), traders (Vysyas) and laborers (Sudras). The caste system is very rigid, it prohibits people from moving to another caste and changing occupation. Thus, it slows down change in the society, creates bureaucracy and does not encourage initiative. According to Kumar, the caste system forced Indians to accept their position in the society, and therefore, “except for those belonging to the trader class, historically Indians did not aspire to be entrepreneurs”68. It is often difficult for such traditional societies to overcome the barriers of rigidity, although more and more entrepreneurs realize that in order to become global players and be recognized worldwide, persistence and hard work are necessary. In order to overcome this rigid mindset and negative image often associated with Indian firms, many of them had to convince international customers that they possessed world-class products and knowledge. Moreover, recently the balance of power between the rich and the poor has been changing in India, as more people join the middle class and are able to afford things they couldn’t in the past.

Another important aspect of Indian business model is the impact of the extended family, as in India it is very common to pool family resources in order to invest in a new venture: “with a culture strongly rooted in communities, extended family has been the most important source of capital”69. This creates business structures with interlocking ownership, which allow for easier financing, pooling of skills and resources, internal talent transfers70. In such business models owners strongly identify themselves with their business, which may lead to a blurred balance between personal issues and business issues.

4.3 Challenging business environment

When studying a particular company, it is essential to take into consideration business environment in the country, which can provide support or set restraints for a company’s


68 Ibid.


operations. In India there are numerous issues that complicate business functioning, but one the most pertinent is the high level of bureaucracy. According to Kumar, “the time it takes to obtain a business license in India ranges from 159 days in Bhubaneshwar to 522 days in Ranchi”\textsuperscript{71}. This means that companies in India bear additional transactional costs of doing business and have to look for creative ways to overcome this problem. However, instead of making the process of business registration lean, the government keeps increasing regulations. As a result, Indian business environment becomes unfriendly and complex, where bureaucracy and accepting bribes are encouraged at all levels. This creates a large informal sector, which is not monitored or taxed by the government: “for example, in India in 2007, there were fewer than 1.6 million registered MSMEs and 26 million unregistered MSMEs, that is, about 17 unregistered MSMEs for every registered one”\textsuperscript{72}.

According to the World Bank data, in terms of the ease of doing business in 2015 India ranks 142\textsuperscript{nd} out of 189 economies, which means that it is very challenging to start a company there\textsuperscript{73}. From the table below it could be noticed that it takes around 27 days to register a firm in Delhi, while in the OECD countries it only takes 9 days. Thus, serious reforms are needed to remove regulatory hurdles, simplify procedures and streamline application process.

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
Country & Days to register a firm \\
\hline
Delhi & 27 \\
OCED & 9 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Days to register a firm}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{71} Ibid, p. 194.


\textsuperscript{73} The World Bank Group (2015) – Doing business, Available at: \url{http://www.doingbusiness.org/data/exploreeconomies/india#starting-a-business}, accessed on 15\textsuperscript{th} April 2015.
The ease of doing business in Delhi with procedures, time to complete and costs

Another alarming issue is the lack of adequate infrastructure (for instance, poor transportation services), slow legal system and unreliable power supplies. Each state in India imposes its own regulations, which makes transition of goods from one state to another painfully long and increases transportation costs. Related to this problem is the growth dilemma: according to the Economic Survey of 2013 carried out by the Government of India, the expansion of private sector is hindered by current legal and policy regime, which forces companies to stay small instead of expanding and hiring more people. There are certain policy implications
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which should be adopted to make the business environment more supportive of growth and development.

On the positive side, it could be said that even though it is hard to operate efficiently when many obstacles are present, these challenges can be beneficial for companies: as they learn how to operate in unfavorable market conditions, it will become more attractive to look for new markets abroad where doing business is less complicated. Another positive aspect is the fact that such unfavorable business environment forces companies to be creative and lean, preparing them for dealing with competitors abroad.

4.3.1 Reputation of a “Made in India” Brand

According to Kumar, another issues of doing business in India is the traditional image of “exotic India” and “poor India” that most people have, which in some sense is difficult to associate with world-class products and competitive advantage. At the moment, India is mainly associated with call centers and back-office outsourcing. So in order for Indian products and services to gain worldwide recognition and be able to compete not only on the low cost basis, significant branding activities need to be carried out.

4.3.2 Talent and skill acquisition challenge

Even though India has a large pool of English-speaking people with various technical skills, it is extremely difficult to hire skilled employees for creative positions which require reasoning and logic. With more than one million of jobs created every year, corporate India is in need of talented people. These leads to an issue of headhunting for the best employees, which are often overpaid and frequently shift from one employer to another. In an effective working environment individual characteristics and intercultural aspects matter, especially for cross-functional teams in multinational firms. According to Kumar, Indians are often too individualistic and arrogant at work, they lack team spirit and process orientation. It is often

76 Ibid, pp. 198-199.
77 Ibid, pp. 204-205.
78 Ibid, pp. 206-207.
difficult to make Indian employees follow a process, since by nature they try to avoid procedures and be “entrepreneurial” in order to outsmart the system. Thus, Indians need to adopt a more global mindset and be open to learn from foreign peers and leaders. The role of innovation is important here, since it will help Indian companies move from being a low-cost supplier to being an innovative leader and owner of cutting-edge products.

### 4.4 Promoting entrepreneurship in India

In order to stimulate private sector development and create enough jobs, Indian government needs to focus on developing conducive business ecosystem, promote self-employment among young people, provide specialized training and courses for entrepreneurs. Some measures to promote entrepreneurship as a career option are listed in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major drivers to promote entrepreneurship as a lucrative career path</th>
<th>Catalytic government policies</th>
<th>Enhance access to equity and debt</th>
<th>Engage established businesses</th>
<th>Develop entrepreneurial culture</th>
<th>Promote collaborative forums</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facilitate venture and angel investment</td>
<td>&gt; Establish a “fund-of-funds” to seed other venture funds</td>
<td>&gt; The private sector could operate incubation centers in the PPP mode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale up incubation programs</td>
<td>&gt; Remove regulatory hurdles for fund raising</td>
<td>&gt; Industry bodies and chambers to drive collaboration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce business processes</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>&gt; Upgrade courses and programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### 4.5 Business environment in Gurgaon

Gurgaon is located in the state of Haryana and is its second largest city with the population of approximately 1,514,432. Once it was an undeveloped terrain, which has undergone a thorough transformation. In the last 25 years Gurgaon has become an ultimate business hub for multinational companies, a place with favorable environment which houses corporate
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headquarters of such companies as IBM, Microsoft, Google, Oracle, Pepsi, American Express, Convergys, Coca-Cola, Nestle and others. Gurgaon offers a well-developed infrastructure along with modern skyscrapers, shopping malls, restaurants, hotels and residential areas. It is considered to be a prestigious area for office spaces and apartment buildings, while many real estate developers launch new innovative projects offering luxurious business facilities in Gurgaon.

Why is it such an attractive place for young professionals to start their own businesses in India? First of all, being a place where many incubators and innovative startups set their operations, Gurgaon attracts funding and talent necessary to feed these new ventures. Secondly, it offers lifestyle advantages for young people, large expatriate population and a pool of multinational companies that could become potential clients for new startups. Another reason for setting up new companies here is the fact that all the five Special Economic Zones (SEZ) in the state of Haryana are located in Gurgaon: DLF Limited, DLF Cyber City, Gurgaon Infospace Ltd., ASF Insignia SEZ Pvt. Ltd., Unitech Reality Projects Ltd, set up in 2006-2008. The SEZs Policy was announced in April 2000 with the aim of attracting foreign investments, promoting economic growth in the country and creating employment opportunities. SEZs offer fiscal incentives, simplified process for conducting business and streamlined compliance procedures: “duty free import / domestic procurement of goods for development, operation and maintenance of SEZ units; 100% Income Tax exemption on export income for SEZ units under Section 10AA of the Income Tax Act for first 5 years, 50% for next 5 years thereafter and 50% of the ploughed back export profit for next 5 years”.


With commercial rent rates hovering around Rs.60 - Rs.90 per square foot in Gurgaon, versus Rs.120 - Rs.170 per square foot in Delhi, the rent for good quality commercial real estate in Gurgaon is far lower than similar space in Delhi. “Good” areas in Delhi have a shortage of high quality commercial real estate, leading to most larger companies setting up in neighboring Gurgaon or Noida. This encourages startups and some new businesses to set up in Gurgaon over Delhi.

Among the disadvantages of setting operations in Gurgaon some startup founders mention poor infrastructure, questionable safety of female staff, difficulties in finding talent and hiring qualified employees\(^{86}\). It was recently reported that Gurgaon is becoming unsafe, as more instances of carjacking, robbery and rape take place every year\(^{87}\).

\(^{86}\) Ibid.

Chapter 5. Case study of a media startup: The Outdoor Journal

In this chapter I will analyze an Indian media startup, Deiwos Creative Movement Pvt Ltd, from various angles and use the insights from a case study to build a roadmap for the company, as well as investigate teamwork and efficiency in a startup environment. The research part is based on semi-structured interviews with five key employees, an interview with the founder, as well as competitor and audience analysis. All this information is used to create a roadmap for the company, give suggestions for improving teamwork and working environment.

5.1 Introduction of the company

The Outdoor Journal™ (TOJ) is India’s first and only adventure and outdoor lifestyle media brand, which is now planning on going global with the launch of its US entity TOJ LLC. TOJ is a 360° platform for well-travelled audience interested in an active lifestyle, as well as outdoors adventure and luxury travel. “No other media platform exists in India to specifically address this audience as a whole”\textsuperscript{88}; USA however has some similar formats of magazines comprised of similar content. TOJ is uniquely poised to dominate and determine opinions in a space that has no competitors in India; and that is valued in the US market at $646 billion a year\textsuperscript{89}. With just enough seed funding to get the concept off paper and become reality, The Outdoor Journal has become the de facto industry standard and the only adventure media brand in India. Speaking of long-term goals, the founder of TOJ stated: “Our goal is 360° domination in the outdoor and adventure space in India and USA, becoming the sole brand with 100% recalls value and trust”.

The brand is owned by Deiwos Creative Movement Pvt. Ltd, (DCM) a startup company founded in May 2012, with corporate headquarters in Gurgaon. DCM also owns two other brands, in partnership with other companies. The company has an international team, experience and backing. It was founded in India, because the country was the only large economy in the world to not have an established adventure media sector. DCM is today


expanding in key international markets as a global active lifestyle and outdoors sports media company.

DCM was founded by Apoorva Prasad, a 34-year old global journalist, photographer and alpinist with the vision of creating the world’s first completely international adventure media brand. After over a decade of climbing, snowboarding, backpacking and living an alternative, active lifestyle in America, Europe and Asia, DCM’s founder gained international experience in both outdoor sports as well as international media – a dual skillset and network that was singularly unique in India, enabling him to create a company with first-mover advantage in a growing economy with exciting opportunities.

5.2 Business model and products
5.2.1 The Outdoor Journal ™ in Print, Digital and Videos

The Outdoor Journal™, the company’s first and flagship product is the world’s first international outdoor lifestyle, fitness and adventure media brand. It is present in print, online at www.outdoorjournal.in and in videos across digital platforms and social media channels. “TOJ’s mission is to provide readers the highest quality multimedia content from the world of adventure sports, fitness, outdoor pursuits, travel, nature and wilderness”\(^{90}\). Where should I take my family for a sailing vacation? Who is a trusted adventure tour operator? What gear should I buy for my next trek? Is this a safe activity for me or my friends? What’s the most difficult climb ever done? How do I train for an Ironman? The Outdoor Journal will provide all the answers.

The success of TOJ since inception has been remarkable: the magazine has received international accolade and recognition at some of the world’s leading outdoors events, including the 2013 Outdoor Retailer Summer Market and the 2014 Outdoor Retailer Winter Market, in Salt Lake City, Utah, by some of the world’s top outdoors brands. Some of the advertisers in the past have been Adidas, Extreme Adventure Sports, Tourism authority of Thailand, Abu Dhabi Tourism, Chhattisgarh Tourism, East West Rescue, Leatherman, Ford and Adventure 18.

\(^{90}\) TOJ Official website, Available at: [http://media.outdoorjournal.in/about-us.html](http://media.outdoorjournal.in/about-us.html), accessed on 3rd May 2015.
This stamp of approval also comes with the editorial contribution of some of the world’s most recognized outdoor athletes and creators, such as Jimmy Chin, Conrad Anker, Dean Karnazes, Krissy Moehl, and Bear Grylls; and with an increasing number of global partnerships at elite levels, such as an official media partnership with The North Face Ultra Trail du Mont Blanc, the world’s most famous ultra-marathon event in Chamonix, France.

TOJ has been envisaged as a seamless blend of old and new media – with a user experience spanning a reinvented yet classic print magazine, to an entirely multimedia experience. The print edition is a premium and large-format, printed on FSC-certified matt paper, using soy inks. It is a generation ahead of any Indian magazine on sale, as well as being the most expensive non-imported publication on newsstands.

In the course of the company analysis, the following long-term goals have been identified for The Outdoor Journal brand:

- to assert its brand presence by introducing events focused on the outdoors;
- to become the go-to adventure content provider;
- to use its first mover advantage and tap into the various online possibilities – such as a portal for adventure trip related reviews and e-commerce focused on adventure gear;
- to publish adventure focused guidebooks;
- to represent upcoming talent and provide them with the necessary platforms to participate in world class sporting events.

**Vision for the magazine**

Apoorva Prasad shared with me his vision for the The Outdoor Journal: “We would like to launch our magazine and all the associated businesses in the US and expand into other internationally developed economies in Europe and Asia. Although most of our future expansion potential will come from targeting developing countries such as Indonesia and India, we aim at being one of the leading voices of the outdoors in the US and globally. In 5 years the print version of The Outdoor Journal is envisaged to be available widely in bookstores, newsstands, magazine racks, airports and in homes around the world. TOJ will be a very well-known global media brand, an adventure lifestyle competitor to National Geographic, appealing to a younger, much more globalized generation. Our trekking,
climbing, surfing and other adventure guidebooks will be the authoritative global source of information digitally and in print for adventure activities around the world – a role that other brands like Lonely Planet or National Geographic have essentially abdicated today”.

5.2.2 Websites & Online Presence

The Outdoor Journal’s online channels are tablet and mobile-friendly, active communities and engagement portals with increasing social media reach.

- Website - www.outdoorjournal.in
- Facebook - Facebook.com/TheOutdoorJournal
- Twitter - Twitter.com/Outdoor_Journal
- Vimeo - Vimeo.com/OutdoorJournal
- YouTube - Youtube.com/TheOutdoorJournal

SOCIAL MEDIA ANALYSIS

The social media analysis reveals that The Outdoor Journal is gaining popularity across major social platforms, enjoying high visibility and getting a large number of followers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLATFORM</th>
<th>VIEWS</th>
<th>NUMBER OF POSTS</th>
<th>FOLLOWERS/ SUBSCRIBERS</th>
<th>LIKES/ FAVOURITES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>141,836</td>
<td></td>
<td>181 followers</td>
<td>1892 likes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46,334</td>
<td></td>
<td>294 subscribers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4,862,712</td>
<td></td>
<td>20,737 page likes</td>
<td>73000 engagements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>83.2 K impressions</td>
<td>621 tweets</td>
<td>525 followers</td>
<td>232 favorite’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48 posts</td>
<td></td>
<td>224 followers</td>
<td>500 likes for 48 posts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Prepared by the author, statistics are as of May 2015
ONLINE TRAFFIC SEARCHES

The magazine’s website www.outdoorjournal.in is a digital platform that collates outdoor news, videos, gear reviews, how-tos. The website is designed to attract fragmented audience interested in outdoor adventure activities. From the traffic analysis it could be seen that the website attracts the majority of new visitors via search engines and social platforms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Default Channel Grouping</th>
<th>Acquisition</th>
<th>Behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sessions</td>
<td>% New Sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% of Total</td>
<td>% of Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Organic Search</td>
<td>30,491</td>
<td>30.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Social</td>
<td>23,471</td>
<td>23.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Direct</td>
<td>19,310</td>
<td>19.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Referral</td>
<td>4,182</td>
<td>4.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. (Other)</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>0.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Email</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Paid Search</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Prepared by the author, statistics are as of May 2015

Vision for the website

“In 5 years TOJ will run their main global website on outdoorjournal.com (which has to be bought, since it is owned by a local blogger in the US who has not updated it in years) and have regionalized online editions in multiple languages and countries”91.

5.2.3 TOJ Events

TOJ plans on increasing its brand presence by hosting events of various formats in India and across the world. These events will cover a wide variety of themes such as health and fitness, adventure tourism and maybe even equipment and can have a wide variety of formats such as exhibitions, conferences, charity events, sporting events, award ceremonies etc. At present, TOJ runs an inspiration conference type event as well as hosts India’s first ever ultra-
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91 Interview with the founder.
marathon in the Rann of Kutch. TOJ intends to further populate its yearly calendar going forward and introduce a wide variety of international format events in the Indian adventure market like kayaking, sailing, triathlons and film festivals.

EXISTING EVENTS

Adventure Stories:

DCM jointly owns one event property: Taj Safaris Presents The Outdoor Journal & Ibex Expeditions Adventure Stories, hosted by Taj Palace New Delhi, four times a year (one with the release of each TOJ issue), in partnership with Ibex Expeditions. The concept of the event is focused on first-hand accounts from the world’s top explorers. Three of the world’s most inspirational adventurers and explorers present their first-hand tales for 20 minutes each, in front of an invite-only elite audience. The first edition, held on May 24th 2013 was sponsored by DLF Brands. The second edition took place on Oct 11th 2013, with Porsche and Suunto as sponsors, and the third on Feb 25th 2014. TOJ plans on expanding this event format to various cities in India starting with Mumbai and Bangalore in 2015. Some of the recent sponsors include – Mauritius Tourism, Beachcomber Hotels, Chhattisgarh Tourism, Deuter, Merida Bikes, Traverse, the total sponsor value of the most recent Adventure Stories event was Rs. 10 Lacs (1 000 000 Rs).

Ultra-Trail® Run the Rann (Great Asian Outdoors LLP):

Great Asian Outdoors LLP is a 50-50 joint venture between DCM and Ahmedabad-based Company Brand Aid Pvt. Ltd. Its first event property is “Run the Rann”, an international-quality weekend trail and ultra-trail running event, held in February around the Harappan site of Dholavira, on the island of Khadir Bet, Great Rann of Kutch, Gujarat. The first edition saw 105 runners from 12 countries participating, including some of the world’s top trail running athletes, such as The North Face’s Nikki Kimbal, Patagonia’s Krissy Moehl, Mammut’s Csaba Nemeth and others. Partners and sponsors for the event included Gujarat Tourism, GEDA, Bisleri, The Sunday Guardian, X-Warrior, Rite-Bite and others. Recently, the world’s most famous ultra-event, the
French “Ultra-Trail du Mont Blanc®”, accorded the TOJ’s event ‘Run the Rann’ the right to use the “Ultra-Trail®” branding.

**Vision for events**

The Outdoor Journal needs to hire a dedicated events team, which in the next five years will be doing 20 - 25 events a year, in India and internationally – from the salon-type Adventure Stories events at multiple Taj Hotel locations, to a circuit of climbing, kayaking, sailing and surfing festivals, and film festivals like the Banff World Tour, which TOJ just has signed up to do in India in 2015. Much of TOJ’s profits will come from events and sponsored or white-label content.

**5.2.4 Athlete Representation**

Developing countries like India lack a suitable platform for securing sponsorships, funding, and generation of publicity for upcoming athletes in sports, especially the sports which are not followed by the masses. TOJ’s Athlete Representation arm ensures a platform to support some of the upcoming and not so well-known athletes within the adventure sports world. These athletes will be the needle with the powerful youth demographic and are on the cutting edge of their respective sports. Athletes such as Gurpreet Dhindsa, Arjun Vajpai, Sandeep Maity, Archana Sardana, Ajij Shaikh would be a part of this. TOJ would represent such athletes and act as a media-savvy interface between the athlete and potential sponsor companies. Thus, TOJ expertise includes:

- Maximizing sponsorship potential with hands-on, strategic career management;
- Extensive resources and expertise to generate value in all facets and stages of a career;
- Recurring revenue streams via endorsements, appearances and licensing;
- Global media exposure through a tailored public relations program.

Revenue earned by Athlete Representation would be on a commission basis, i.e. TOJ will be entitled to a percentage of the money raised on behalf of the athlete.

**Vision for athlete representation**
In the next five years TOJ plans to manage and represent some of the best outdoor athletes in the world. The majority of the athlete portfolio will be Indian or from the developing world, but some athletes in the portfolio may come from developed countries like France or Spain.

5.3 Adventure industry overview

Tourism has an important role in the global economy. Having been called “the greatest voluntary transfer of wealth from rich to poor countries”\(^2\), the sector deserves attention as a means of sustainable economic development.

What is adventure tourism? It is defined as “travel outside a person’s normal environment for more than 24 hours and not more than one consecutive year. A trip may be classified as an ‘adventure’ trip if it involves two of the following three elements: (1) interaction with nature or (2) interaction with culture or (3) a physical activity”\(^3\). Some typical adventure activities are hiking, white-water rafting, mountain biking, kayaking and canoeing. It is possible to distinguish between hard adventure – high risk activities which require specialized skills (for example, paragliding, rock climbing and trekking) and soft adventure – casual activities which do not require special skills (for example, camping, snorkeling, skiing). The adventure tourism industry is growing worldwide. A recent study estimated “the value of the global outbound adventure travel sector to be US$263 billion in 2013, excluding airfare, up from US$89 billion first reported in the benchmark consumer finance study conducted in 2009”\(^4\). According to ATTA, the global adventure travel market has been driven mainly by growth in the Indian and Chinese markets\(^5\).

---


5.3.2 Target Market

The Outdoor Journal is creating products in and around two industries: adventure tourism / outdoor recreation and print / digital magazines are the target markets. These industries are of particular interest for India, since according to PwC, from 2014 till 2018 BRICS countries will experience the fastest growth in total trade magazine revenue as “the emerging consumer classes buy lifestyle magazines and those focused on luxury goods”\(^96\).

5.3.3 Customers and geographies

TOJ’s readership base is 62% male and 48% female, with 51% of the readers being between the age group of 25 to 34 years. Statistics from TOJ’s Facebook page show that the bulk of its fan base (17,771 fans) is based in India. TOJ’s readers are also based in other countries like USA, Nepal, Turkey, UK and Italy. In India, New Delhi is the leading region where a high percentage of its readers are present, followed by other major cities like Mumbai, Calcutta and Bangalore\(^97\).

5.3.4 Existing Clients


\(^97\) Ibid.
5.4 Competitor analysis

On the basis of the competitor analysis that has been conducted for TOJ, it can be assumed that at the moment there are no direct competitors for this product in India. Surprisingly, most of the travel magazines in India target affluent Indians looking for luxurious hotel vacations internationally – not outdoor sports practitioners. According to TOJ founder, Apoorva Prasad, there is no mainstream outdoor lifestyle publication in India and the existing products do not satisfy the audience’s needs. The following is a brief analysis of the competition in India conducted for TOJ:

1. **Outlook Traveler:** The first “Traveler”, this Outlook Group publication has a print run of about 20,000, according to privately obtained information. This 150 page publication has an average of 30 – 50 pages of advertisements, and features generalist articles from the travel world – from spa hotels in Europe to city vacations to the occasional trekking, river rafting or skiing story. Recently, its website design has been revamped to fit the print model and offer free its print magazine articles.

2. **Lonely Planet magazine, Travel & Leisure, Conde Nast Traveler and other travel titles:** These are luxury-travel oriented, 120-220 page publications, run on license by mainstream media and publishing companies, targeting sophisticated, high-end Indian travelers visiting mostly international destinations. No outdoors or adventure stories are listed, except for the highly occasional and amateur activity. There are 34 to 70 pages of advertisements. Most of these international titles operate under strict guidelines that do not allow them to ‘stray’ outside their mainstream print purview and restrict editorial, business or technology innovation. These are not brands owned in India by the companies that publish them locally – except for Conde Nast Traveler, which is published by a fully-owned local subsidiary.

3. **National Geographic Traveler:** National Geographic Traveler is the world's most widely read travel magazine. It is the leader in experiential and sustainable travel. More recently the magazine has launched digital editions and has effectively widened its reader base to include younger audiences.

---

98 TOJ Official website, Available at: [http://media.outdoorjournal.in/advertise.html](http://media.outdoorjournal.in/advertise.html), accessed on 3rd May 2015.
4. **Men’s Health, Man’s World, Maxim and others**: These are generalist men’s lifestyle publications, offering content on fitness, sports and sex. Outdoor pursuits and adventure form a small part of their mission, but fall neither under their core expertise nor agenda. Most of these titles are flailing due to heavy competition from the internet to their highly-distracted editorial content that targets a younger, digital-savvy audience.

5. **International websites**: It appears that the bulk of this market is currently served by international websites like Outside Online (Away.com), but none of these sites are created in or for India. This appears to be an interim situation until an India-specific site takes away this traffic.

**Summary of competitors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLATFORM</th>
<th>CORE AUDIENCE</th>
<th>CORE MEDIA</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
<th># OF ADS</th>
<th>INDIA-SPECIFIC</th>
<th>MAINSTREAM VISIBILITY</th>
<th>FULFILLS MARKET NEEDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outlook Traveler</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Print</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T&amp;L</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Print</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lonely Planet Magazine</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Print</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conde Nast Traveler</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Print</td>
<td>Bimonthly</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Geographic Traveler</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Print</td>
<td>8/Year</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men’s Health</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Print + Online</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside Online</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Daily / Weekly</td>
<td>4/page</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transworld</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>3-6/page</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Prepared by the author
The competitor analysis indicates that none of the print magazines in India and USA are adventure tourism or outdoor recreation oriented, most of the close competitors are either pure travel magazines like Outlook traveler and National Geographic Traveler, or pure health magazines, such as Men’s Health, making The Outdoor Journal a pioneer in this niche segment.
TOJ’s total reach across all its media channels is 7.8 million per month. As can be seen from the above table, TOJ’s Magazine Circulation is 40,000 and Readership is 280,000. TOJ had a Media reach of over 7,000,000 in its first year of launch. According to the founder: “it is the only magazine present in India’s adventure gear stores like Wildcraft, Adventure 18, Stepin, Adventure Point”99.

5.5 Strategy Roadmap

The following roadmap for the next five years has been developed for The Outdoor Journal during my internship in the company.

5.5.1 Expanded digital presence

The Outdoor Journal is currently oriented towards print and its web team is inadequate to deal with creating a larger overall digital presence, for which the scope is tremendous. The scope goes beyond regular content on the www.outdoorjournal.in website – for example, TOJ is currently working on an iPad edition, more regular content online and more videos on its Youtube and Vimeo channels. Finally, there is a tremendous potential for outdoor and adventure applications on mobile and tablet. Several ideas have been proposed internally, but they require funding to design, code (outsourcing to an external vendor) and launch.

PLAN – TOJ will be present through a global website as well as through country specific websites. In 5 years TOJ will buy the outdoorjournal.com domain, as well as regionalized online editions in multiple languages and countries. TOJ already owns website domains in

---

France and UK (.fr, .uk), and a few others already, but would need to populate them with more region-specific content.

5.5.2 E-Commerce

TOJ’s media visibility enables it to connect with some of the world’s top brands in this space – from The North Face to Mountain Hardwear to Black Diamond. However, the situation in India is complicated when it comes to access and availability of outdoor gear and clothing – a multi-billion dollar market in the US and globally. TOJ can easily leverage its network and brand to also sell products on the online platform through Affiliate Marketing and Curated Commerce – in other words, without directly getting into the cost-intensive business of large stocking, warehousing, COD distribution. TOJ needs to use its access to international brands to enable them to work with distributors in India, while TOJ will ensure sales through its website that is directly serviced by others.

**PLAN** – TOJ can start with at least 100 products in 5 sizes = 500 SKUs (Stock Keeping Units). This will be a combination of both marketplace, and some of TOJ’s own stocking and warehousing. Products to include can be hiking pants, hiking boots, shoes, waterproof and breathable jackets, down jackets, fleeces, gloves, base layers, headlamps, some technical gear and accessories.

5.5.3 TOJ Trips – Online Marketplace & Reviews

With an expanded digital presence, reach and brand recognition, The Outdoor Journal becomes uniquely poised to create an online adventure trips marketplace for an Indian / South Asian audience, which currently does not exist. This adventure trips marketplace concept has excellent long-term value, along the lines of international brands such as TripAdvisor (US $ 11 billion valuation), AirBnB (US $2.5 billion+ valuation in 2012) and others.

TOJ Trips will be the world’s first adventure trips rankings and ratings engine, with editorially verified crowd-sourced reviews. The proposed application and website will cover adventure outfitters, wildlife lodges, national parks, boutique homestays and hotels. TOJ Trips aims to be a web based platform which provides end to end information on adventure activities and destinations near to the users’ location. Some of the proposed features of this
platform include showing the location of the adventure activity on Google maps along with a brief description of the activity; along with other information such as travelling options to the destination, the hours of operation of the activity and what level of experience is required to participate in the activity. The unique feature of this platform is that it integrates Social media and tourism E-commerce by allowing users to actually like various activities on the website and displaying the number of likes the activity has from different users.

The level of knowledge, network, trust, recognition and brand awareness that The Outdoor Journal has built so far place it uniquely to create such a marketplace. This would open up a currently untapped vast number of adventure trips set up by 500+ adventure operators in India and USA, boutique resorts and hotels, homes in remote locations, village homestays and more. The idea has been roughly constructed, but is currently shelved due to lack of resources. The Outdoor Journal has the data to begin this process quite soon, but some planning will be required.

**PLAN** – In 5 years TOJ will have successfully launched a new associated product, TOJtrips.com, a type of ‘TripAdvisor for adventure’, a rankings and ratings website for the outdoor travel and vacation and for marketing of gear. It will provide reliable ratings and comparisons of different adventure travel operators in around the world. It can also become a marketplace for adventure vacations, wildlife lodges and boutique hotels; adding AirBnB-style features for the outdoors, adventure and wildlife safari space. The adventure travel and active lifestyle sector is growing and a marketplace for this sector is expanding globally. It is even more important in India where this market does not know anything about safety standards, and there are minimal regulations or quality control standards: families looking to take adventure holidays have no method to differentiate between good operators and bad, safe and unsafe, reliable and unreliable, those who operate in an environmentally sustainable and conscious manner and those who do not.

**5.5.4 Other products**

**TOJ Guidebooks** – The trekking, climbing, surfing and other adventure guidebooks will be the authoritative global source of information digitally and in print for adventure activities around the world – a role that other brands like Lonely Planet or National Geographic have essentially abdicated today.
**TOJ Merchandise** – In 5 years TOJ may also be looking at producing limited quantities of good quality gear for some countries, such as producing climbing carabineers in India. The most basic piece of equipment for any ropes activity – from mountaineering to window-washing – and ordered in millions of pieces by the Indian Army – all carabineers are imported into India. Yet all it costs to make one is aluminum stock, a peen, two dies and a metal press.

**TOJ Incubator** – It will be a mentor program for startups in the outdoor space that TOJ can help grow using its existing network and reach to advice, incubate, scale in return for a stake. It will be a kind of holding company for OTHER outdoor startups, that entrepreneurs may be looking to start.

**TOJ Kids** – An entire ecosystem dedicated to providing children with a kid's magazine, applications, clothing and gear, education programs for schools i.e. spread awareness to make the outdoors a part of kids' lives.

### 5.6 Keeping commitments during growth: CSR and environmental sustainability

In the 21st century with the impact of globalization and internationalization, the concepts of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and environmental sustainability are becoming of critical importance for entrepreneurs. According to Thompson and Strickland, CSR could be defined as when a business is contributing to social goals, which are usually related to balanced development of the society as a whole, being attentive to ecological problems and reducing harmful impact on the environment, humanitarian and cultural development of mankind (Thompson and Strickland, 2003). In order to make a business compliant with these social goals, in most cases the interference of institutions is necessary. These institutions are created in order to align the goals of a business with those of the society and enforce compliance mechanisms based on penalties and rewards (Fox et al., 2002), and include social, financial, normative and developmental institutions.

For a startup, whose main goal is survival, it is rather difficult to adhere to environmental practices. Nevertheless, while conducting my research I was pleased to find out that DCM insists on ecologically responsible and environmentally sustainable practices – as reflected in
its membership (another first for an Indian company) of 1% For the Planet, pledging to donate 1% of its sales to environmental NGOs around the world. As a business strategy, this gives DCM acceptance internationally with companies which share its values. In order to protect the environment, soy-based inks and FSC-Certified paper are used for printing The Outdoor Journal.

5.7 Importance of teams and networking to entrepreneurship

Starting a company is more than just writing a business plan. According to John Mullins, an expert in entrepreneurship, every venture goes through certain steps of a life cycle, starting with the discovery of an opportunity and its assessment. A new startup needs to possess a competitive advantage and serve a market that has a potential to grow. At this stage it crucial to assemble an entrepreneurial team that will support the founder in managing uncertainty and transitioning through difficult times. The next steps for a new company will be writing a business plan and gathering resources, following with managing growth and harvesting value.

Many entrepreneurs are perceived as being solo players in the game, while in reality they need to be able to rely on the whole network of supporters, mentors and teams. It should be mentioned that in most organizations it is very normal to have some kind of teamwork, as firms are essentially collections of people, which is the most valuable asset in any organization. Teams are characterized by having a common purpose and effective strategies, clearly defined roles and responsibilities, shared commitment to work together in an efficient way. According to social network theory, individuals in the team represent a resource, and at the same time they create and find resources. According to Cooney, an entrepreneurial team is “two or more individuals who have a significant financial interest and
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participate actively in the development of the enterprise”\textsuperscript{104}. This definition is rather flexible and may be applied outside of the organizational context as well (for instance, innovation teams or groups of musicians).

Working in teams leads to familiarity and trust, as well as increased efficiency and faster decision-making. For startup founder it is very important to do networking and be well-connected. Even if a startup founder does not need to hire people in order to expand the company, they should always keep in touch with professionals who can be hired or contracted in the future for a one-time job or on a permanent basis. Thus, an aspiring entrepreneur needs to assure that his startup can quickly expand without long and painful search for employees in the future.

It should be mentioned that learning and knowledge development is very important for ensuring successful team functioning. Moreover, different skills and knowledge are required at different stages of organizational life cycle, leading to changing tasks, roles and expectations from team members. Keeping up with change and staying up-to-date with technological progress may be time-consuming and challenging, especially for a small company. That’s where the firm usually turns to establishing innovation teams\textsuperscript{105}. These teams are often cross-functional, which provides fresh insights and new approaches to problem-solving, helps to analyze issues from different angles.

As much as team building is important for bringing like-minded individuals together, networking is essential for entrepreneurs to create opportunities and tap into valuable resources. A network is a collection of connected points called “nodes”, which are linked together by “ties”\textsuperscript{106}. This concept of network can be used in science, as well as in business, in order to describe and analyze various phenomena. In the context of entrepreneurial teams, networks can be used to analyze how individuals communicate and relate to one another, and consequently how decision-making process in a team could be improved. In the context of a


\textsuperscript{106}Ibid, pp. 203-204.
firm, network analysis could give insights about how a company creates value, attracts resources and assets, finds customers and distributors\textsuperscript{107}.

5.8 Improving entrepreneurial teamwork: content analysis research

As teams are so important for a successful startup, a part of my research for this thesis was targeted at understanding teamwork in a startup environment. The practical part employs an inductive approach, starting with an observation and noticing patterns, in order to allow the themes to emerge from the material, rather than using pre-defined categories. As my thesis is based only on one single case study, I do not attempt to formulate any specific hypothesis or generalize, but rather provide some insights from a case study, which adds a practical dimension to the existing theories about startups and can be useful for other companies and researchers. I am using a case study research, which “investigates a contemporary phenomenon in its real-world context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context may not be clearly evident”\textsuperscript{108}. A case study research is useful when one needs to answer questions with “why” and “how”, which describes my thesis research questions. According to some researchers, single-case study is a useful instrument that helps us “understand and act more intelligently in other potentially different cases”\textsuperscript{109}. As a result, a case study should generate new insights and hypotheses that could be tested and refined by other researchers in the framework of a more thorough study.

This thesis uses a qualitative content analysis to gather opinions and perceptions of teamwork in a startup environment, collect insights about relationships in teams and departments, uncover interesting examples from the case study. Qualitative content analysis can be defined as “an approach to documents that emphasizes the role of the investigator in the construction of the meaning of and in texts. There is an emphasis on allowing categories to emerge out of

\textsuperscript{107} Ibid, p. 205.

data and on recognizing the significance for understanding the meaning of the context in which an item being analyzed (and the categories derived from it) appeared"\textsuperscript{110}.

The data sample is comprised of the semi-structured interviews with the key players in The Outdoor Journal. These key players have been with the company since its inception and would be able to provide valuable insights, perceptions and attitudes. Thus, by means of content analysis this research tries to identify themes related to four aspects: company mission, role and relationships between departments, teamwork and efficiency.

**Existing problems identified by the founder of The Outdoor Journal:**

1. Each department has different requirements: an employee may have their main role in the editorial team, secondary role in the marketing team, etc. Employees have difficulties managing all these roles. The question is how to coincide all these roles? What is the perception of relationships between departments?

2. Do the employees of The Outdoor Journal understand the mission of the company and how do they see themselves being a part of it?

3. Transition from a startup environment to a more business-like environment with defined organizational processes and set procedures: how do you introduce bureaucratic processes to increase efficiency but without demotivating employees?

4. Typical Indian problems (according to Kumar): difficulty to work in a team and inability to follow predefined processes.

The aim of this content analysis research is to identify problems of working as a part of a team, roles and relationships between team members and departments in a startup. The interview was designed to assess the relationships between departments, perception of trust in teams; understand individual perception of efficiency in a startup environment. The following research question will help to investigate the abovementioned problems:

- How do team members and employees see their own role in the company, relate to others and interact with their teammates?
- What is the perception of teamwork in a startup environment?
- How can individual efficiency be improved in a startup?

This analysis is important for future research, as well as for the startup itself, since it will help to assess perception of trust in teams and understand relationships between departments; uncover believe and opinions, barriers that prevent teams from working together effectively; give recommendations on how to improve teamwork and efficiency.

5.8.1 Interview protocol

Thank you for agreeing to meet with me. First of all, I would like to introduce myself. My name is Katherina and I am a master student at the Ca’ Foscari University of Venice. I am currently writing my thesis about teams in a startup environment, in particular about relationships between team members in a startup. I am conducting interviews with key players in The Outdoor Journal to learn more about relationships and life in a team, interactions between departments.

The interview will last approximately 30-40 minutes and I would like to talk to you about your role in a company, work as a part of a team, roles and relationships between team members. The results will be used to help The Outdoor Journal improve and make it a great environment for its employees, that’s why your participation and openness is greatly appreciated.

Before we start I would like to assure you that the result of this interview is not being used for your job evaluation of any kind. I also would like to ask you if you allow me to record this interview. Of course, I will treat it strictly confidential and I will delete the record after the interview analysis. If you do not have any questions regarding the interview, I would like to start with my first question.
Topic 1. Perception of roles and relationships between departments:

1. To begin, please describe your primary role and responsibilities in the Outdoor Journal?
2. Could you tell me which internal teams and departments are you part of?
3. Now let’s talk about other departments in the company. I would like to ask you how you perceive the roles of other departments. (Probe: How do you see the contributions of other departments, their tasks and responsibilities?)
4. And how do you perceive your relationship with other members of the company? (Probe: Is this relationship productive? Are there any conflicts or tensions?)

Topic 2. Mission of the company:

1. Now I would like to discuss with you the company’s mission. What do you think the mission of the Outdoor Journal is? (Probe: How do you see the company’s purpose, its reason for existing?)
2. How do you perceive your role in the mission of the company? (Probe: Please, describe how you think what you do for The Outdoor Journal is helping the company achieve its mission and long-term goals).

Topic 3. Working as a part of a team:

1. Now let’s turn to teams and teamwork. I am interested to find out how you build trust in your team.
2. Could you please tell me specifically which techniques you use to make work in your team more efficient?
3. Now I would like to discuss with you staff meetings: How would you improve staff meetings to make them more productive?

Topic 4. Individual efficiency:

1. Let’s talk about efficiency again. How do you think YOU can become more efficient at your job: which procedures and tasks could be formalized into processes? (Probe: Think about efficiency through following predefined processes, which streamline your day-to-day activities).

Those were all the questions that I wanted to ask. Thank you very much for your time and your help. If you like I will send you the result of my study in a compact form.
5.8.2 Content analysis

For this thesis interviews with five key employees in TOJ have been recorded, transcribed and analyzed with the help of NVivo 10 software. The transcripts have been examined in order to identify patterns, opinions and perceptions in a startup environment, keeping in mind the abovementioned research questions. Since the interview questions were grouped into four topics, the analysis results will also be presented following the same structure.

First of all, I would like to describe the structure of TOJ: it consists of departments and teams. There are five existing departments: Editorial (with Print and Web teams), Sales and Marketing (with Marketing, Sales, Advertising, Events teams), Art & Design, Administration, Finance. There are also 2 separate teams (Social Media and Circulation), which should be made into departments, since they are considered to be very important for the company’s operations, based on the results of the content analysis. The Circulation department will be taking care of how many magazines need to be printed, their distribution and placement, as well as encouraging readers to renew their subscriptions. The Social Media department will be taking care of TOJ’s online presence, engaging and growing online audiences via social media platforms, such as Facebook and YouTube.

For this thesis five key employees of TOJ have been interviewed, provided here are their initials and positions: AR – Marketing Manager, SC – Sales and Marketing Director, SV – Multimedia reporter, JS – Events Executive, MK – Art Director.
The most basic tool for analyzing interview transcripts is to run word frequency analysis. The following table displays 50 most frequently occurring words throughout the interviews. These table gives an idea of which words the key employees use most frequently to answer the questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Weighted Percentage (%)</th>
<th>Similar Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>work</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>bring, exercise, form, forming, function, going, influence, make, makes,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>team</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>team, teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>make</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>brand, branding, brands, build, building, builds, cause, clear, clearly,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>departments</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>department, departments, going, gone, part, start, starting, varied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>company</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>like</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>like, potential, probably, similar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marketing</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>market, marketing, 'marketing', marketing', markets, sell, selling, vendors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>need</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>asked, involve, motivate, motivates, motivating, need, needed, needs, require,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>role</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>function, office, part, purpose, role, 'role', roles, used, useful, uses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>think</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>believe, believed, consider, guess, intend, mean, meanings, reason, think,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sales</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>sales, 'sales, 'sales'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>help</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>available, facilitating, help, helped, helping, 'helping', helps, servicing,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>multiple, time, times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meetings</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>contacts, fits, fulfill, meet, meeting, meetings, meets, play, plays, sees,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>individual</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>identity, individual, individuals, person, personal, 'personal', personally,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outdoor</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>open, opener, outdoor, outdoors, outside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>productive</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>generate, generating, generations, product, 'product, production, productive,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>important</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>authoritative, consequences, importance, important, mean, meanings, moment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trust</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>believe, believed, committed, confidence, desirable, desired, faith, hope, rely,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>know</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>acknowledge, acknowledging, experience, intention, know, knowing, knows, learn,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perceive</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>comprehend, perceive, perceived, sense, understand, understanding, understands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efficient</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>effective, efficiency, efficient, efficient'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>communication</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>communicate, communicating, communication, communication', communications,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>support</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>admirable, back, document, documented, documenting, friend, keep, keeping, live,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conflicts</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>battle, conflict, conflicts, difference, different, engage, fight, struggle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>events</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>case, consequences, effective, event, events, issue, issues, result, results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>just</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>good, hard, hardly, just, precisely, right, rights, simply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tasks</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>jobs, project, projects, task, tasks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following themes have emerged from the content analysis of the semi-structured interviews. Throughout this analysis, selected quotes from the respondent’s replies have been provided in order to illustrate the patterns that have been drawn out of the data.

1. Themes related to the perception of roles and relationships between departments

The following questions were meant to collect perceptions of primary roles and responsibilities, assess relationships between departments and among employees:

1. To begin, please describe your primary role and responsibilities in the Outdoor Journal?
2. Could you tell me which internal teams and departments are you part of?
3. Now let’s talk about other departments in the company. I would like to ask you how you perceive the roles of other departments.
4. And how do you perceive your relationship with other members of the company?

**Perceptions of primary roles and responsibilities**

It is interesting to note that while all the interviewees understand their primary roles and responsibilities, they admit that very often they have secondary roles, which are not clearly defined and may lead to confusion and inefficiencies. This is very typical of a startup, which usually has only a few employees, and they often have blurred roles and responsibilities. More structure will be needed as the company grows, processes and task lists should be created to help employees fulfill their job more efficiently.

According to the Sales and Marketing Director, in a startup no department can survive on its own: “I consider myself to be a part of every team in the company, as my work areas affects all other department and support of lack of support from other departments definitely affects my performance too”. Here it can be said that being multi-skilled and dedicated are the most important qualities for employees working in a startup, since there is a necessity to handle multiple tasks and interact with all the departments in a company.

The Marketing Manager admits that her role is congruent with the mission of the company – which is “to create a brand which stands for a cultural shift of consumer mindset, for acknowledging and understanding the value of outdoorsy life”.

**Relationships between departments**

Since startups operate in a highly uncertain environment and often have only a few employees, the roles of departments might be blurred and not clearly defined: “It’s a bit messy at the moment. I don’t think any department has a clear-cut strategy, we all survive on a day-to-day, project-to-project basis”.

All of the respondents agree that Editorial department is the most important one for TOJ, since the quality of content is very important to attract audiences, i.e. “content is the king”. In addition, the respondents mention that production and circulation are essential in creating the right audience and “facilitating sales to advertisers”. The respondents think that the Digital team is “the backbone for communication and online presence”, they mention the fact that
“digital lacks massively” and this issue should be addressed. We live in the era of social media and hence establishing strong online presence for a media company is essential. Here some recommendations would be to have a reliable website back-end support and a community manager to monitor social media activity.

**Relationships with other employees**

Here different views and opinions emerged: some respondents like the fact that “the organization remains flat, everyone is transparent, accessible, approachable” and describe their relationships with other employees as “healthy and highly productive”. However, three respondents mention some sort of conflict of interest, either with their supervisor or teammates. For example, in the Sales and Marketing department there is often a conflict of interest between sales and marketing teams, since “the overall business objective is broken down from a marketing perspective, and sales is the last leg in terms of closures”. My recommendation would be to break down the Sales and Marketing department into two separate departments, separating responsibilities and accountability, which will eliminate the underlying conflict.

**2. Themes related to the mission of TOJ**

These themes emerge from the answers to the following questions:

1. Now I would like to discuss with you the company’s mission. What do you think the mission of the Outdoor Journal is?
2. How do you perceive your role in the mission of the company?

**Perceptions of company’s mission**

Some interesting themes emerge here: the interviewees describe the adventure tourism in India as “underrated”, with “no legit media company addressing these issues”, and the fact that “no other sport except cricket gets attention”. This confirms the fact that TOJ operated in an untapped niche and has no competitors at the moment.

The respondents all perceive the mission of the company in different ways: from “influencing its audience to embrace the outdoors as a lifestyle”, showing the audience that “the outdoors is good for you”, to “creating the audience base” in order to be “the biggest and most evolved
media company”. All the respondents talk about changing the mindset of the audience and transmitting values to them.

**Perceptions of own role in the mission of the company**

Even though all the respondents work for different teams and departments, they still recognize their role as important for the mission of the company, contributing to its success in various ways. For example, the multimedia reporter perceives her role as a “struggle to create the content in a way that gets the audience to read and perhaps engage”. The events executive sees his role as “making TOJ Events a constant revenue generating property”, while the marketing manager mentions such themes as “brand building”, “visibility efforts” and “gaining credibility in adventure sports space”. These themes are congruent with the mission of the company of creating an evolved media company.

3. **Working as a part of a team**

The following questions had an aim of gathering perceptions about teamwork and efficiency in a team, as well as ideas on how to make staff meetings more productive:

1. Now let’s turn to teams and teamwork. I am interested to find out how you build trust in your team.
2. Could you please tell me specifically which techniques you use to make work in your team more efficient?
3. Now I would like to discuss with you staff meetings: How would you improve staff meetings to make them more productive?

**Building trust in a team**

When people in a team trust each other, they can achieve truly meaningful goals. Likewise, “a team without trust isn’t really a team: it’s just a group of individuals working together, often making disappointing progress”. According to the respondents “nothing builds trust like facts do”, which means that delivering good quality work, showing leadership and keeping your word is what allows team members trust each other. It takes time to build trust in a team, “a lot of talking, communicating, lengthy explanations, working together, sometime being together outside work”. In fact, several respondents would like to see more communication, more discussions and engagement; they would like to spend a couple of hours a week with their team to discuss both professional and personal issues.
Efficiency in a team

All the respondents agree that communication and transparency are needed for efficient teamwork. Two respondents express the idea that sharing responsibilities, documenting conversations will help to create clarity and lead to efficiency. The theme of “sharing information” and “networking” emerges from all the responses, as well as “positive outlook” and “positive interactions”, which help to reduce redundancy and stress, encourage productivity and inspire dedication. Thus, keeping an open communication with the team, making oneself available, working towards a common goal, supporting each other with kind words proves to be the right techniques to improve efficiency in a startup environment. A few team-building activities could be suggested, such as organizing brainstorming sessions, creating an atmosphere that welcomes ideas; organizing regular meetings offsite for team building (every 2-3 months); participating in outdoor activities in order to experience them directly.

Suggestions for staff meetings

Staff meetings are very important for communicating goals and progress, reporting issues, tracking development. In a startup with a few employees staff meetings tend to be very detailed and long, which is inefficient. However, certain techniques can make these meetings valuable for all the employees. The most common themes here were “letting everyone contribute to the agenda”, “sharing the agenda online”, “discussing only big decisions”, “Skype those who cannot attend”. One respondent suggested that inter-departmental training will help staff to understand better the roles and responsibilities of other employees. In essence, the main messages here are again “communication” and “clarity”.

4. Individual efficiency

This question was asked in order to assess the individual efficiency and how employees could improve it:

1. Let’s talk about efficiency again. How do you think YOU can become more efficient at your job: which procedures and tasks could be formalized into processes?

As identified by the founder, some organizational processes should be clearly defined and formalized into procedures to achieve efficiency. According to all the respondents, “putting deadlines and prioritizing projects”, “quarterly targets in terms of overall business objective”
will greatly improve individual efficiency. A suggestion here could be to create a daily task list for each employee, which will help “to break down work into small achievable goals”. The Events Executive suggested having “a day in the office where everybody gets to talk one on one with everybody about the work they are doing and which problems they are facing”. Thus, processes should be created, some interactions and activities should be documented to ensure efficiency: staff meetings, important conversations, pitch briefs. However, it is crucial not to disrupt the balance between structure and flexibility to avoid making the organization rigid and unresponsive to change.

To conclude, the most important themes that emerged from the content analysis are related to communication and efficiency: clear and open conversations help to improve efficiency in a team. Another theme that emerged relates to processes that help to structure workload: for example, distributing daily task lists helps employees organize their workload, documenting conversations and sharing meeting agendas allow everyone to track progress on various projects. Thus, in order to make a transition from an informal startup environment to a more structured business environment, these formal procedures and processes should be incorporated into organizational daily life.
Chapter 6. Conclusions and recommendations

1. This thesis attempted to study an Indian media startup from various angles and use the insights from this case study to build a roadmap for the company, as well as investigate teamwork and efficiency in a startup environment. The research part is based on semi-structured interviews with five key employees, an interview with the founder, as well as competitor and audience analysis. All this information is used to create a roadmap for the company, give suggestions for improving teamwork and working environment.

The thesis starts with a general description of a startup and the influence of entrepreneurship on economic development, moving on to the general overview of startup trends around the world, using insights from two important studies – MSME (micro, small and medium enterprise) Country Indicators and Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM). The second part of the thesis examines the business environment in Gurgaon, an important business-oriented suburb of India’s capital city New Delhi, and peculiarities of doing business in India.

2. Despite the fact that the concept of "startup" is widely used in publications, as well as in practice, a common interpretation of its nature, life cycle and stages of existence has not been established yet. Generally speaking, a startup is a new business, based on an innovative idea or technology that can provide a sustainable competitive advantage. However, startups may also be based on projects that are not directly related to technological or product innovation.

From another point of view, a startup is simply an early stage in the development of a company. Thus, startups have a limited period of existence, embracing activities on creating a prototype of a new product (technology, business model), primary market research, developing market penetration strategy, as well as officially registering the company. After the initial startup phase, further development phases are distinguished: growth phase, expansion phase and exit phase through the process of initial public offering on the stock exchange or through the sell-off of the company to a strategic investor.
3. From an economic point of view, it is important to study startups, as they have a positive effect on economic development in terms of job creation and innovation: entrepreneurship realizes the function of attracting new resources to the economy, thereby stimulating economic growth. Since entrepreneurship is often focused on the use of new knowledge not only in the production of new products or services, but also in their consumption, entrepreneurship performs a number of important social functions – intellectual growth of the society, emergence of new professions and workplaces by promoting harmonization of the society. Entrepreneurial initiatives make an important contribution to solving problems in the society, related to the depletion of non-renewable resources, complex working conditions, improved quality of life. Thus, small innovative business is one of the most important components of the economic system of any country.

It is often noted that startups are characterized by rapid growth. However, they often fail and have to close down in the early stages of their life cycle – prior to reaching the break-even point. This stage in the life cycle is symbolically called "the valley of death". In the early stages of development, a newly formed firm mainly relies on angel investors, friends and family funds, which makes it highly dependent on external financing, as the company does not have positive revenues yet. As a result, at this stage the main goal of a firm is survival and its future is highly uncertain. The problem is that in the early stages of development the commercial potential of business ideas cannot be explicitly measured, which limits the applicability of traditional financial and economic models (cash-flow, net present value, etc.). Thus, it is extremely difficult to evaluate the potential for survival of a newly created business.

4. How does entrepreneurial growth differ across various countries? Statistical data demonstrates that small firm growth is higher in developing countries. The highest ratio of MSME employment to total employment is found in East Asia and the Pacific. The factors that influence entrepreneurial growth in developing countries mentioned by researchers are firm age, access to finance and social networks. Very often contextual factors, such as general macroeconomic environment, relative price volatility, mechanisms for contract enforcement, are an important determinant of small firm growth in the developing world. Moreover, one of the biggest obstacles for the entrepreneurs is the regulatory and institutional environment: strict regulations and high taxes lead to uncertainty in making investment decisions. Thus, in order to ensure
entrepreneurial growth in an economy, policymakers should pay attention to abovementioned issues and try to create a favorable business environment with understandable legislation and incentives for growth.

When there is an unfavorable situation in an economy characterized by political and economic uncertainty, entrepreneurs tend to spread their resources across separate but related firms in order to minimize the risk. In this scenario internally generated cash flow might be used to finance other businesses, creating a structure with interlocking business ownership. Such structure provides not only financial benefits, but also access to a pool of skills and resources, possibility to leverage the brand name across all firms.

5. Why did I decided to study an Indian startup? First of all, given my educational background in intercultural communications, I wanted to concentrate on examining an international company. Besides, learning from our partners in other countries gives us valuable insights and is a truly practical way to deepen our knowledge obtained in the International Management degree program. Secondly, with a GDP growth averaging 7% a year and a robust equities market with high returns, India has a promising growth potential. India is well-known as a global provider of services such as IT, accounting, customer support and other back-office services for companies all over the world. Thirdly, it is interesting to study India, since it has been rapidly growing in the last five years: recently the balance of power between the rich and the poor has been changing in India, as more people join the middle class and are able to afford things they couldn’t in the past.

6. When studying a particular company, it is essential to take into consideration business environment, which can provide support or set restraints for a company’s operations. In India there are numerous issues that complicate business functioning, but one the most pertinent is the high level of bureaucracy. Other factors complicate the situation: lack of adequate infrastructure, cultural rigidity and traditionalism, difficulties in hiring talented staff. This means that companies in India bear additional transactional costs of doing business and have to look for creative ways to overcome this problem. However, instead of making the process of business registration lean, the government
keeps increasing regulations. As a result, Indian business environment becomes unfriendly and complicated where bureaucracy and accepting bribes are encouraged at all levels. This creates a large informal sector, which is not monitored or taxed by the government. Nevertheless, some cities in India are characterized by a favorable business environment. For example, Gurgaon, an important suburb of India’s capital city New Delhi, in the last 25 years has become an ultimate business hub for multinational companies, such as IBM, Microsoft and Google. Gurgaon offers a well-developed infrastructure along with modern skyscrapers, shopping malls, restaurants, hotels and residential areas. It is considered to be a prestigious area for office spaces and apartment buildings, while many real estate developers launch new innovative projects offering luxurious business facilities in Gurgaon. It offers lifestyle advantages for young people, large expatriate population and a pool of multinational companies that could become potential clients for new startups. Another reason for setting up new companies here is the fact that all five Special Economic Zones (SEZ) in the state of Haryana are located in Gurgaon. SEZs offer fiscal incentives, simplified process for conducting business and streamlined compliance procedures.

As much important as the external environment, are the internal practices and processes in a startup. A new company cannot survive without successful and efficient management, a vision inspired by the founder, as well as a committed team. The content analysis for this thesis has highlighted the importance of motivated and knowledgeable team, confirming that every company’s most important asset are people working for it. Moreover, employees need to have goals congruent with their organization’s vision, in order to allow the company grow in the right direction. I arrived at this conclusion by investigating teamwork in The Outdoor Journal, an Indian media brand owned by Deiwos Creative Movement Pvt. Ltd (DCM). This Gurgaon-based startup company was founded in May 2012 by Apoorva Prasad, a 34-year old global journalist, photographer and alpinist with the vision of creating the world’s first completely international adventure media brand. The company has an international team, experience and backing. It was founded in India, because the country was the only large economy in the world to not have an established adventure media sector. DCM is today expanding in key international markets as a global active lifestyle and outdoors sports media company. The company’s first and flagship
product, The Outdoor Journal, is the world’s first international outdoor lifestyle, fitness and adventure media brand. It is present in print, online at www.outdoorjournal.in and in videos across digital platforms and social media channels.

7. From the competitor analysis carried out for The Outdoor Journal, it appears that none of the print magazines in India and USA are adventure tourism or outdoor recreation oriented, making The Outdoor Journal a pioneer in this niche segment. Thus, the magazine has a potential of becoming a global brand, which is congruent with the founder’s long-term goals.

In the course of the company analysis, the following long-term goals have been identified for The Outdoor Journal brand:

- to assert its brand presence by introducing events focused on the outdoors;
- to become the go-to adventure content provider;
- to use its first mover advantage and tap into the various online possibilities – such as a portal for adventure trip related reviews and e-commerce focused on adventure gear;
- to publish adventure focused guidebooks;
- to represent upcoming talent and provide them with the necessary platforms to participate in world class sporting events.

8. As mentioned before, teams are so important for a successful startup, and for this reason a part of my research for this thesis was targeted at understanding teamwork in a startup environment. Qualitative content analysis is used to gather opinions and perceptions of teamwork in a startup environment, collect insights about relationships in a team and between departments, uncover interesting examples from the case study. Moreover, one of my goals was to investigate existing problems highlighted by the founder: difficulty in managing multiple roles by the employees, unclear perception of the company’s mission, an attempt to improve efficiency by means of processes, reluctance to work in a team. Thus, by means of content analysis this research tries to identify themes related to four aspects: company mission, role and relationships between departments, teamwork and efficiency.
It can be concluded that in The Outdoor Journals, key employees recognize their role as important for the mission of the company, contributing to its success in various ways. They admit that not everything is easy and predictable, there are occasional tensions and disagreements, there is a lack of consistent strategy for each department and conflicts of interest. However, key employees all agree that communication needs to be improved, brainstorming should be welcomed, workload needs to be broken down into manageable tasks, offsite activities are important for team building. These techniques are often overlooked in a small company where the environment is very informal, but eventually a small company should be ready to scale up, which requires structure and formal processes.
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Appendix. Interview with the founder of The Outdoor Journal

Why did you decide to run your own magazine?

I moved to the US when I was 18 and started studying at the University of Maryland. I was studying engineering, but I was also spending a lot of time rock climbing, because it was something I had always wanted to do. I began to realize that I wanted to do that with my life more, I wanted to pursue outdoor sports that was my passion, more than I wanted to do other things. And by the time I graduated from college, I had spent a lot of time doing outdoor sports and mountaineering, and I had already started writing and taking pictures of it. And I wanted to find a way to continue to travel, to climb, to write and to take pictures, and have that as my lifestyle. So eventually I became a journalist, writing and shooting for magazines around the world. But very soon I ended up writing for quite a few different publication around the world.

Why didn't you want to continue working as a journalist, but instead made a decision to start something of your own?

In the early 2000s I was watching media change, the internet was really taking off. And I saw the internet as a great medium. And in 2001 I started a website called climbingindia.com with my friend from India who used to be my school teacher when I was a kid. This man was a famous rock climber. So he and I said that in India at that time there was no media that promoted rock climbing, which was the sport we were passionate about. In India since the 1920s there has been an established audience who were passionate about mountaineering but there was no media catering to them. So in 2001 we started this website, which we ran for about 6 months. And at the end of these 6 months we realized that our audience for an internet-based media site was not big, and there was no way of supporting it. So we kind of let it die.

I worked in more media for a while. So I ended up having a fairly wide experience of media, from video to internet to print. And I realized what I wanted was to combine all of these: a story could be told in print, in video or online. The medium was incidental to the story. I was beginning to realize that most media companies were traditional media companies, not geared to deal with the changing landscape of media, which is that the internet was taking over. At
the same time print had value, but the print magazines out there were trying to compete with the internet, when in reality both media had different things to offer. Therefore, they shouldn’t try to compete with each other, they should try and add to each other. Media companies didn’t realize this. So I got frustrated with this whole setup.

Then I moved to France and worked for the TV channel - France 24, that had just launched. So I ended up working for fairly new companies, startups of different scales, and I was working for them as an employee. So I did all of these different things, but my passion has always been outdoor sports and adventure, and realizing that I had something to create, that nobody seemed to have gotten right anywhere in the world. So by the time I hit 30 I was frustrated with the work I had done so far, I felt that my skills were not being utilized enough. I wasn’t really getting jobs that challenged me and the multimedia international set of skills that I brought to the table. All these companies were run by older people who didn’t have this exposure to the changing world. They didn’t know how to deal with it. So I realized I needed to start my own thing. I came back to India in 2012 and I realized that a lot of changes happened in the media – obviously, the outdoors market has increased, India was becoming richer, India was a developing country, but even then nobody had still started an outdoors magazine or a media company. So I met a few people: the head of Google in India, who encouraged me to go for it and start my own company, as well as some senior financial advisors. So I spent 6 months doing a lot of market research, building a business plan and I finally founded the company in April 2012 and launched the magazine in May 2013.

**Do you think that the business environment in India facilitates the process of launching a company?**

No. There are too many things to talk about. The Indian government and Indian bureaucracy are fundamentally there to block you, and not to help you. Their attitude is always about what can they do to obstruct you, rather than to help you. That’s an attitude problem. So when you are a startup and you need help, the government will not really help you. It takes a very long time even to form a company. Just creating a company takes nearly a month, because there are things like they wouldn’t give us the name that we wanted. Everything about the government is about obstruction, when you are dealing with everyday realities. Maybe the senior people will talk about how they want to help businesses, but in reality, when it comes
to startups, petty government officials are always there to obstruct you. So that’s number one problem. And I can cite many examples. One of them would be that, as a media company, we had to deal with a British era law, which stated that we had to get a registration number. And that law has not been struck down. We had to get permission from a government ministry for the name of the magazine, and essentially this government ministry almost dictates the name you should have, which is ridiculous in a modern capitalist society. In a sense, they don't let you choose the name that you want. So that took us 6 months. Something that should have taken us a day or a week, ended up taking 6 months. So those were some of the problems that we faced.

Cash is a problem. There is no real funding available if you are a startup. From nearly Day 1 the government is out to try and tax you. As much as it can. There are no tax breaks for startups. One of the biggest problems that startups face is cashflow. As a media startup, your cash comes from advertising mostly, and subscribers - our sales are a small component. However, we have monthly bills to pay, and the Indian Tax Authorities expect us to pay tax on our income monthly, even if we haven't received that income yet.

**Do you think that startups everywhere in the world face the same problems or it is just in India that things are more complicated?**

It's definitely that India has these problems. In 2014 we established a US company and that got done in one day. We were registered in Colorado in one day. In India it took one month. In the US it cost us one dollar of registration plus the lawyer's fees, in India it cost us 30 000 rupees, which is close to 600 dollars. So I think that other countries in the world are much more friendly to startups and starting businesses. I didn't anticipate so many difficulties.

**So are you planning to do business internationally?**

We already do a little bit of business internationally, but we are planning to expand that. We have a few international subscribers, and many international brands that are not present in India, like the North Face or Salewa, send us gear for review or cooperate with us. We call ourselves "an international adventure lifestyle magazine". It's for the 21st century people who travel a lot and are not restricted to one country or one nationality. The world is a smaller
place and the sense of nationality has become weaker. The Outdoor Journal is oriented at a readership that's global, that doesn't necessarily restrict itself in terms of where it sees adventure in the world. There are no boundaries to where you want to do an adventure.